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11 The Leqislature hereby finds and declares: 

(a) That the California Coastal Zone is a 
distinct and valuable natural resource of vital 
and endurinq interest to all the people and 
exists as a delicately balanced ecosystem. 

(b) That the permanent protection of the state's 
natural and scenic resources is a paramount 
concern to present and future residents of the 
state and the nation. 

(c) That to promote the public safety, health, 
and welfare, and to protect public and private 
property, wildlife, marine fisheries, and other 
ocean resources, and the natural environment, it 
is necessary to protect the ecoloqical balance 
of the coastal zone and prevent its 
deterioration and destruction. " 

from the Coastal Act of 1976, now 
Chapter 20 of California's Public 
Resources Code, at s. 30001. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

The California Coastal Commission is entrusted with the 
responsibility for reviewing and approving land use planning for 
the entire 1100-mile California coastline, acting as the state's 
liaison to both local and federal government on all planning and 
development issues affecting the coastal region, and conducting 
long-term planning and research to ensure the preservation and 
careful development of coastal resources. 

created by a public ballot initiative in 1972, and made permanent 
by the Legislature's passage of the Coastal Act of 1976, the 
commission has as its chief goals the preservation of the coast's 
unique natural resources, and the promotion of public access to 
and recreational use of the coast. These goals and the 
Commission's role in implementing them have retained broad public 
support throughout its seventeen year history. 

During this period, the commission has processed well over 65,000 
permits authorizing billions of dollars in development along the 
coastline, frequently modifying proposed development to protect 
coastal resources and mitigate adverse environmental side 
effects, but ultimately approving approximately 95% of the 
permits submitted. In sum, the Commission, faced with enormously 
broad, complex, and often controversial responsibilities, has for 
the most part performed well. 

However, the Commission has come under fire in recent years from 
a variety of sources. Some believe it has not fulfilled its 
duties under the law adequately, while others complain that it 
has overstepped the boundaries of its mandate. A fundamental 
problem affecting the Commission's operations has been continuous 
pressure from the Governor to reduce the agency's budget, which 
has led to a 56.6% reduction in real dollar funding since 1977. 
These budget cuts have exacerbated the Commission's backlog of • 
enforcement cases and prevented them from carrying out their 
critical long-term planning responsibility. 

We have pursued this study in hopes of producing recommendations 
designed to address the problems faced by the Coastal Commission, 
with the overall goal of enabling the commission to fulfill the 
public mandate it carries both as efficiently and as effectively 
as possible. The coastline is one of our most valuable 
resources. Uncontrolled development would result in extensive 
damage to this resource, incurring tremendous costs for 
mitigation measures, where mitigation is even possible. 

Current Issues 

We found a number of issues which must be addressed if the 
Commission is to live up to its mandate. These include: 
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• the much-delayed completion of the Commission's 
certification of the 126 Local Coastal Programs {or LCPs) 
which make up the local planning component of the 
Commission's mandate; 

• the lack of an effective program of enforcement of permit 
and planning restrictions by the commission, including an 
understaffed and haphazard monitoring program, and an 
inability to provide sufficient follow-up on violations 
cases in support of efforts at prosecution; 

• the inability of the Commission to put fully into place a 
number of statutorily mandated program elements, including 
establishing a Coastal Resource Information Center for the 
use of the Commission and its clients, and conducting 
five-year LCP reviews; 

• the inability of the Commission to engage in long-term 
research and planning to address the wide range of issues 
which will affect the future of the coast (e.g. offshore oil 
development, flood and earthquake hazards, shoreline 
erosion); 

• the perception among much of the public that the Commission 
has increasingly often been influenced by political 
considerations, rather than func~ioning in the independent 
manner that was intended by its creators; and 

• the very large reductions in the Commission's budget over 
the past twelve years without any significant reduction in 
its statutory responsibilities. 

Recommendations 

We offer a set of recommendations designed to address these and 
other problems, including the following major elements: 

• a package of incentives should be put into place to 
encourage local governments to complete their LCPs by 
January 1, 1991, including 

increasing permitting fees, 
increasing Commission technical assistance to local 
goverr.ments preparing LCPs, 
extending the deadlines for Commission action on 
amendments to local plans which have not yet been 
certified, 

and, after the January 1991 deadline, 

withholding Commission staff and financial assistance 
from governments which have not prepared LCPs; 
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• the Legislature should appropriate new funding for a 
fully-staffed commission enforcement program, and provide 
the commission with the ability to 

issue cease and desist orders, and 
-- fine violators 

in order to present a greater deterrent to violations; 

• after exploring funding alternatives, the Legislature should 
be prepared to appropriate new funding for the establishment 
and permanent support of the Coastal Resource Information 
Center, so that both the commission and its clients may have 
an informational database to use in formulating plans for 
the future of the coast; 

• the Commission's staff workload must be structured to allow 
it to engage in vital long-term research and planning in 
areas affecting coastal planning, such as: the greenhouse 
effect, offshore oil and gas development, toxic waste and 
sewage spills and cleanup, flood and earthquake hazards, 
shoreline erosion, etc.; 

• the Commission's present size and structure should be 
substantially reorganized to focus the agency on its 
mission, including 

reducing the Commission to nine members serving 
staggered four year terms, 
eliminating alternates and making the Commission a 
full-time, fully-compensated board, 
establishing qualifications criteria for appointments 
to the Commission, 
changing appointments to the Commission from pleasure 
to term appointments, 
drawing up and enforcing a code of conduct for 
Commissioners, 
limiting Commissioner's political fundraising 
activities, and 
revising Commission procedures to be more responsive to 
the public; and 

• the Commission's budget should, at an absolute m1n1mum, be 
maintained at 1988-89 levels, adjusted annually for 
inflation, until all LCPs are complete and certified; more 
realistically, we recommend that increases in funding ~ 
granted to the Commission earmarked for specific functions 
required of it b~ law. The budget cuts imposed on the 
Commission have not been cost-efficient; to the contrary, 
over the long run, redressing the adverse effects of poor 
planning and oversight of coastal development will cost the 
State much more than the few million dollars saved through 
drastic cuts in the Commission's budget. 
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These and our other recommendations constitute a comprehensive 
program of reform aimed at restoring the Coastal Commission to 
its intended status under the law. We believe that if this 
package of recommendations is only partially enacted, it will be 
only partially successful in addressing the problems facing the 
commission. Each and every one of these measures addresses a 
significant impediment to the Commission's effectiveness in 
meeting its mandate. We urge the Executive Branch, ~he 
Legislature and the Coastal Commission to implement these 
recommendations in full, in order that the Commission's mandate 
from the citizens of California may be carried out as efficiently 
and effectively as possible. · 
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PREFACE 

The Senate Advisory Commission on Cost control in State 
Government was created by Senate Resolution 40 (Roberti, 1984) to 
study, analyze, and make recommendations on cost control in state 
government. SR 40 directed the commission to look for ways to 
increase efficiency, reduce costs, enhance administrative 
accountability and control, and apply improved program management 
techniques and systems to state operations. 

The mission statement adopted by the Commission further defines 
project selection criteria: the study "should potentially effect 
improvements in multiple agencies ••• " and "improve services and 1 
or programs permitting them to operate more effectively within 
existing resource levels." 

In addition, the Commission seeks to evaluate whether the 
resources currently being expended for an agency's operations are 
providing results that meet the objectives established for the 
agency when it was created. Once an agency has been given a 
mandate, we seek to ensure maximum effectiveness in meeting the 
agency's goals at minimum cost to the State. In this study, we 
have paid particular attention to the impact present budgetary 
restraints on a regulatory agency may have on the future costs of 
redressing problems caused by insufficient oversight. 

With these goals in mind, the Commission selected for its fourth 
topic of analysis the California Coastal Commission. 
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INTRODUCTION: OVERVIEW OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT 

The coastal reqion constitutes California's single greatest 
natural resource. our coastline stretches 1100 miles from the 
craggy oreqon border in the north to idyllic Cabrillo Bay in the 
south. It also includes nearly 400 miles of shoreline on its 
offshore islands. The coast is an incomparable storehouse of 
natural resources, both developed and undeveloped. The variety 
and plenitude of terrain, climate, scenic beauty and development 
potential harbored by the coast is awesome. And the people of 
California appreciate this qift -- fully 80% of the State's 26 
million people live within 30 miles of the shoreline. 

The coast has been put to a variety of uses equal to its own 
natural variety. Indust~ values the easy access to seaqoinq 
transport offered by Cali~ornia•s many excellent ports and 
harbors. Lured by the combination of climate and scenic beauty, 
businesses and workers have clustered in the two huge coastal 
population enclaves of San Francisco and Los Angeles. Millions 
of Californians, as well as visitors from throughout the nation 
and around the world, enjoy the beaches and parks the coast 
offers. At the same time, millions of wildlife enjoy the benefits 
of wilderness land and natural preserves set aside in coastal 
areas. Finally, at the individual level, thousands of citizens 
have built their dream homes on the cliffs, shores, and coastal 
mountains of California. In summary, as a resource the 
California coast is unique both in the variety of thinqs it has 
to offer people, and in the intensity of its use. 

The California Coastal Commission 

For the past seventeen years, the California Coastal Commission 
has been charqed with the responsibility of protecting this 
tremendous resource from uncontrolled development. First created 
throuqh the initiative process in 1972, the commission carries a 
mandate from the people of California to oversee and approve all 
plans for development affecting the California coast. The 
Commission's chief goals, set in statute both in the 1972 
initiative and in the subsequent California Coastal Act of 1976, 
are the protection of coastal resources and the preservation of 
public access to those resources. While some have seen the 
Commission's role as balancing the interests of coastal 
development and coastal protection, the lanquaqe of both the 
original initiative and the Coastal Act clearly direct the 
Commission to maintain coastal protection and preservation as its 
primary qoal and missionl. 

1 The Coastal Plan states its priorities thusly: "to protect 
the unique qualities of the coast, both in cities and in rural 

(Footnote Cont;nued) 
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The Commission has the additional responsibility of acting as the 
state's coordinator of coastal management activity. Interacting 
on a regular basis with both federal and local agencies, the 
Commission sometimes creates friction with both by exercising its 
authority to supersede both federal and local prerogatives 
regarding coastal issues. Nevertheless, both the Commission and 
the state benefit from this structure, which provides a single 
body to represent the interests of the state as a unit when 
dealing with any. other body on coastal matters. 

one of the commission's most important roles is as the long-term 
planning agency for the coast. The Commission is uniquely 
equipped to ~ring the kind of long-term, statewide perspective to 
coastal planning that is necessary if the coast is to be 
protected for future generations of Californians. 

A neglected role of the commission is its educating function. 
The Commission's legislative mandate ~lso directs it to promote 
public awareness of coastal resources, coastal access, and the 
role of the Commission itself in managing these resources and 
access. The Commission's failings in carrying out this aspect of 
its duties, discussed in detail below, have contributed to the 
confusion and frustration experienced by members of the public in 
dealing with the Commission. Misunderstanding of the 
commission's mandate and a lack of guidance from the Commission 
for citizens trying to work with the process have generated a · 
high level of frustration with the Commission. 

The Governor's budget for 1989-90 allocates $6,276,000 for the 
Commission. This represents a reduction of approximately 5% in 
real terms from the Commission's 1988-89 funding level. This 
proposed reduction reflects the recent historical trend for the 
agency, which has seen its support from the State cut by more 
than 56% since Fiscal Year 1977-782. 

It is difficult to compare the Commission's budget against those 
of other agencies because its responsibilities are both very 
broad and geographically specific to the coast, while others 
generally have more narrowly defined responsibilities spread over 
a larger geographical region. The fact remains that the 
Commission, with a comparatively small budget, carries a very 
large regulatory workload and also acts as a coordinating agency 
for coastal policy. 

(Footnote Continued) 
areas, and to guide coastal conservation and development 
accordingly." The Coastal Act quote which serves as the 
frontispiece to this report offers very similar priorities. 

2 See budget tables on pp. 45-46 for an explanation of the 
derivation of this figure. 
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Role of Local Government 

Historically, the primary responsibility for the oversight and 
regulation of land use has been with local government. However, 
some lands have been determined at various times to be of 
exceptional significance to the state as a whole and have 
therefore been supervised at the state level. Implicit in these 
arrangements has been a kind of partnership between state and 
local entities, with local government surrendering some of ita 
prerogatives for the greater good of the state, even as the state 
offers local government a role in shaping and implementing state 
policy. 

The 1972 coastal initiative and 1976 Coastal Act both embrace 
these principles of shared responsibility for land use in 
significant areas. While establishing a strong oversight role 
for tha state coastal agency, the coastal Act re~pects the 
tradition of local control over land use by returning permitting 
and perait enforcement powers to local governments once their 
land use plans have gained the State's approval. It envisions a 
true state-local partnership in managing the coastal region, an 
idealistic, but nonetheless achievable, goal. 

Other state and Federal Agencies Involved in Coastal Management 

There are in fact a large number of other agencies both at the 
state and at the federal level whose actions at times have an 
impact on California's coastal region. All are required to 
submit their proposed actions to the Commission, which reviews 
and coordinates all activities affecting California's coastal 
resources, examining their possible impacts on the coast over 
both the short and the long ter.m. This oversight and 
coordination role is a vital aspect of the Commission's long-term 
planning function. The affected agencies are identified briefly 
here in part as evidence of the enormous responsibility the 
Commission has in actinq as the coordinating body for coastal 
planning tor the state. 

state agencies with a stake in coastal management include the 
followinql: 

The state Coastal conservancy was created by the Legislature in 
1976 as a companion agency to the Coastal Commission. The 
conservancy is empowered to buy land, restore, subdivide, 
consolidate, improve or develop it, own and manage it 
indefinitely, or sell or otherwise transfer it to anyone else 
under ita own terms. The conservancy's projects, which must 
conform to the California Coastal Act policies, sometimes allow 
the Coaatal commission flexibility in regulating development. 

3 Budget fiqures shown include all agency activities. 
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Through its powers the Conservancy is able to facilitate the 
restoration of areas where previous development has damaged 

. coastal resources, and mitigate problems with proposed 
development through land swaps and the like. By law, the 
Chairman of the Coastal Commission serves on the Conservancy's 
Board of Directors. The Governor has requested a total budget of 
$3,970,000 for the Conservancy in FY 1989-904. 

The san Francisco Bay conservation and Development Commission 
carries regulatory and planning powers similar to those of the 
Coastal Commission over the specific region of the San Francisco 
Bay. It was created by the Legislature between 1965 and 1969 and 
served as a model for the Coastal Commission. The area in which 
the BCOC regulates development activities is the only coastal 
region in California not under the authority of the coastal 
Commission. The Governor's budget for FY 1989-90 allocates 
$1,657,ooo to the BCDc5. 

The State Lands Commission is a three-member body composed of the 
Lieutenant Governor, the state Controller, and the Director of 
Finance. The Commission is responsible for the management of 
more than 4,000,000 acres of land received from the federal 
government, including tide and submerged lands, swamp and 
overflow lands, the beds of navigable waterways, and other lands. 
Although the Lands Commission is responsible for the disposition 
of these lands, carrying the authority to lease or sell parcels, 
all authority to regulate development on coastal lands remains 
with the coastal Commission. The Governor's total budget request 
for the Commission for FY 1989-90 is $18,835,000. 

The Department of Parks and Recreation acquires, develops, 
preserves, interprets and manages the natural, cultural, and 
recreational resources within the state park system. The park 
system contains approximately 1.4 million acres of land, 
including 292 miles of ocean and bay frontage. The Governor's 
budget ~!locates the Department's total funding for FY 1989-90 of 
$221,426,000. 

~he De artment of Boatin and Waterwa s conducts a variety of 
licensing and promotion act v t1es relating to the state's 
harbors and waterways, including coordinating the work of state, 
federal, and local agencies in implementing the state's beach 
erosion control program. The Governor's total budget request for 
the Department for FY 1989-90 is $40,307,000. 

4 "California's Coastal Program," article by Michael L. 
Fischer, APA Journal, summer 1985, pp. 312-321; Legislative 
Analyst; Governor's Budget 1989-90. 

5 All budget figures for state agencies are per Legislative 
Analyst and the Governor's Budget for 1989-90. 
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The Department of Fish and Game administers programs and enforces 
laws pertaining to the fish and wildlife resources of the state, 
including regulating all non-commercial hunting and fishing 
activities. The Department currently manages approximately 160 
ecological reserves, wildlife management areas, habitat 
conservation areas, and wetlands throughout the state, including 
substantial areas within the coastal region. The Governor's 
budget for FY 1989-90 allocates $136,248,000 for the·support of 
the Department. 

The State Water Resources Control Board is a five-member body 
responsible for regulating water quality and administering water 
rights. Nine regional water quality boards establish wastewater 
discharge requirements and carry out water pollution control 
programs in accordance with the policies of, and under the 
supervision of, the state board. Much of this work affects the 
coastal region both directly, through the regulation of ocean 
discharge, and indirectly, through similar regulation of upstream 
waterways. The Governor's total budget request for the Board for 
FY 1989-90 is $354,509,000. 

The state Air Resources Board is a nine-member body charged with 
the responsibility of achieving and maintaining satisfactory air 
quality in California. Acting through a variety of regulatory 
means, the Board seeks to improve air quality and meet federal 
air quality standards throughout the state. carefully planned 
development is a key part of these efforts. The Governor's 
budget request for the Board for FY 1989-90 is $79,614,000. 

The state Energy Resources Conservation and Development 
Commission is a five-member, full-time board responsible for 
siting major electric power plants, forecasting energy supplies 
and demands, monitoring alternative methods of conserving, 
generating and supplying energy, and generally working to ensure 
the continuance of a reliable supply of energy at a level 
consistent with the state's needs, while complying with 
environmental, safety and land use goals. The Governor's budget 
allocates $88,169,000 to the Commission for FY 1989-90. 

The relative funding levels of these state agencies, each of 
which plays some role in the management of California's coastal 
resources, is presented graphically on the following page. 

There are also a large number of federal agencies which may 
propose actions affecting California's coastal resources, actions 
which must be reviewed and approved by the Commission. 

The Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) is the 
federal office in charge of certifying state coastal management 
programs under the federal coastal Zone Management Act, and thus 
the Coastal Commission's chief counterpart and sometime 
antagonist at the federal level. The certification by OCRM of 
California's Coastal Management Program authorizes the Coastal 
Commission to oversee all federal activities which directly 
affect California's coastal resources, and, significantly, to 
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prevent any federal activity which it determines would violate 
the policies established under its coastal plan (this is 
discussed more fully in the section titled "State and Federal 
Jurisdiction") • The OCRM is part of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, which is in turn a subsidiary agency 
of the u.s. Department of Commerce. 

Coastal Conservancy 

BUDGET COMPARISONS 
AMONG NATURAL RESOURCE DEPARTMENTS 

Governor's Proposed 1gs9190 Budgets (millions) 

Coastal Commission 

State lands Commission 

Boating and Waterways 

Air Resources Board 

Energy Commission 

F"&sh and Game 

Parks and Recreation 

Water Resouroes Board 

so $50 $100 $150 $200 $250 $300 $350 $400 

The Commission's authority to review federal activities for 
consistency with California's coastal program allows it to 
oversee the activities of a number of federal agencies, including 
the following: 

Department of Defense - u.s. Army corps of Engineers 

-- activities, permits and licenses for projects affecting the 
coastal zone 

Department of Defense - u.s. Navy, Air Force, Army and Marine 
~orps 
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-- projects affecting the coastal zone 

Nuclear Regulatory commission 

-- permits and licenses required for nuclear plant siting and 
operations 

De artment of the Interior - Bureau of Land Mana ement u.s. 
Geoloq cal survey, Bureau of Reclamation, u.s. Forest 
Service, National Park Service 

permits and licenses required for drilling and mining on 
public lands 
permits for pipeline rights-of-way for d~veloping offshore 
energy resources 
permits and licenses for rights-of-way on public lands 
projects and other activities affecting coastal resources 

Environmental Protection Agency 

-- permits and other matters relating to wetlands, federal 
water pollution and air quality standards 

Department of Transportation - u.s. coast Guard 

-- projects such as construction of bridges and deepwater ports 
and other coastal facilities 

Department of Transportation - Federal Aviation Administration 

-- certificates for operation of new airports 

Interstate Commerce Commission 

-- approval of railroad abandonment& affecting coastal 
resources 

Federal Power Commission 

permits, licenses and certifications relating to 
construction of hydroelectric plants, interstate gas 
pipelines, and facilities to import, export or transship 
natural gas or electrical energy. 

The coastal Zone Management Act requires that all federal license 
and permit activities that affect land or water uses in the 
coastal zone be reviewed for consistency with state coastal 
management programs. A recent proposal would have added 
additional activities of the EPA, the Interstate commerce 
Commission, and the Departments of the Interior and 
Transportation, as well as actions affecting the coastal zone 
taken by the u.s. Forest Service and several other agencies, to 
the list of those federal activities subject to Commission 
review. Although the list was never formally amended, this 
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proposal illustrates the very broad nature of the Commission's 
jurisdiction over activity affecting California's coastal zone. 

Each of the agencies mentioned in this section, both state and 
federal, either has an effect on or is affected by California's 
coastal management policies. In every case, when taking actions 
affecting the California coast, they must deal with the Coastal 
Commission, which is the spokesperson, coordinator, and final 
arbiter of the state's coastal management program. 

Objectives and Scope of Study 

The Coastal Commission carries a huge responsibility because of 
the authority granted it by law. The passage of the 1972 coastal 
initiative by a 55% majority and the subsequent passage of the 
Coastal Act by the Legislature are testament to the importance 
the people of California place on the wise use of coastal 
resources. For seventeen years the coastal Commission has 
carried out that difficult and often controversial mandate, 
compiling an impressive record of coastal preservation. 

The Commission has assured that conservation of coastal resources 
and opportunities for public access and recreational use of the 
coast have taken priority in coastal land use planning. The 
Commission has made considerable, if not optimum, progress in 
completing the imp~ementation of local land use plans for the 
coast. 

At the same time, the Commission: 

• has processed well over 65,000 permits authorizing billions 
of dollars in development along the coastline; 

• has reviewed and acted on over 900 federal consistency 
matters; 

• has, after frequently modifying proposed development to 
protect coastal resources and mitigate adverse environmental 
side effects, approved approximately 95% of the permit 
applications it has received; 

• has, despite having certified only about 56% of Local 
Coastal Programs in their entirety, acted on 91% of the land 
use plans and zoning ordinances which are the subcomponents 
of each LCP; and 

• has approved the required port master plans for the four 
industrial ports in Southern California and long-range 
development plans for several campuses of the University of 
California. 

In short, the Commission, faced with enormously broad, complex, 
and often controversial responsibilities, has for the most part 
performed well given their budget constraints. While we will go 
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on in the course of this report to recommend changes on the 
commission•s operational structure, we take this opportunity to 
acknowledge the dedication to duty and perseverance toward its 
goals which has brought the Commission this far. 

Having said this, we also acknowledge the fact that the 
Commission has numerous critics. Some observers feel that the 
Commission has not lived up to its responsibilities in key areas 
of ita mandate. Others feel it has overstepped the boundaries of 
that mandate. These and other criticisms of which this 
Commission has become aware in the course of conducting this 
study have emanated from a variety of sources. They have been 
taken with due caution given that many observers have an ax to 
grind with the coastal Commission for one reason or another. 

our qoal in this report is to point out ways for the Coastal 
Commission to function with maximum effectiveness at a minimum of 
expense to the state. More specifically, our objective is to 
provide the blueprint for a return to a Commission which meets 
the public's mandate represented by the coastal protection, 
initiative of 1972 and the Coastal Act of 1976 with maximum 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 

Several aspects of the Commission's functioning have been brought 
to our attention as needing study and perhaps reform. They are 
noted below for informational purposes and will be discussed in 
depth in the body of this report: 

• the Commission has not met deadlines for certifying Local 
Coastal Programs (LCPs); 

• the Commission's enforcement program is ineffective; 

• the Commission often fails to act in a timely manner, 
delaying decisions on permits and missing.court deadlines in 
enforcement cases; 

• the Commission has not fulfilled statutory requirements such 
as creating a Coastal Resource Information center; 

• the Commission has not provided sufficient information and 
assistance to the public regarding its functions and 
processes; 

• the Commission has failed to engage in the long-term coastal 
research and planning which is vital to the future of the 
coast; 

• the Commission has become too political; and 

• the Commission•s decisions lack consistency and at times 
appear arbitrary. 
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In addition, the Governor has taken the position that the 
commission's failure to complete LCP certification in a timely 
manner justifies its budget being reduced6. As a result of 
continuous pressure from the Executive Branch, the Commission's 
budget, when adjusted for inflation, has been reduced by over 56% 
since 1977 (See budget tables on pp. 45-46). 

To these we would add that the Commission has become so mired in 
the relatively trivial details of permitting that it has ceased 
to carry out its chief function as a long-term coastal planning 
agency. The Commission today looks only toward the next 
meeting's agenda of permits and LCP amendments. 

These very serious criticisms require a comprehensive review and 
response from the Commission, the Legislature, and the Executive 
Branch. We hope here to offer constructive recommendations aimed 
at getting the Coastal commission back on track toward meeting 
the mandate it was given by the people of California sixteen 
years ago. Before addressing these problems of today, however, 
we will look back at the thinking that went into the creation of 
the Coastal Commission, and the shape of the mandate which it 
carries from the people of California. 

6 "Governor won't increase coastal commission funds," Daniel 
C. Carson and James P. Sweeney, San Diego Union, April 13, 1988. 
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ORIGINS OP THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 

Historical Background 

Development along the California coast began in earnest early in 
the 20th century. By 1931, the pace of development was 
sufficient to inspire concern about preserving the coast for 
future generations. The first attempt to protect the California 
coast came in that year, when the Legislature expressed its 
concern by passing a resolution calling for a study of the coast. 
Nothing came of it, however, as there was no follow-through from 
this initial call to attention. 

Coastal protection did not take on an air of urgency again until 
the 1960s. As coastal development accelerated, ·so did the 
concerns of those who saw permanent damage resulting from 
unplanned and un~ontrolled growth along the coast. An initial 
focus for this growing awareness of coastal protection was San 
Francisco Bay, where massive filling projects were damaging the 
Bay's ecosystem. Public attention and concern contributed to the 
Legislature's establishment b~tween 1965 and 1969 of the San 
Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC). 
This precursor and model for the Coastal commission is charged 
with protecting the Bay from indiscriminate filling and dredging, 
and is made up of 27 local elected officials. 

With the BCDC in place, public concern about coastal protection 
turned to the larger picture, and efforts began to establish an 
agency to regulate development and protect natural resources 
along the entire coast. 

The Coastal Protection Initiative of 1972 

In the interim following the creation of the BCDC, several 
attempts to pass state-wide coastal protection legislation 
failed. Frustrated by what they saw as the Legislature's 
inability to enact coastal protection legislation and local 
government's failure to preserve coastal resources, proponents of 
coastal protection qualified an initiative for the November 1972 
ballot. This initiative, the coastal Zone Conservation Act, 
became ballot Proposition 20. · 

After a vigorous and expensive public campaign, Proposition 20 
was approved by the people of California by a 55% majority, and 
created, in the Coastal Commission's own words, "the strictest 
coastal development control program in the country."' 

7 "Presentation Outline: The California coastal Act", 
California Coastal commission, October 1983. 
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To start out, the initiative established a temporary Coastal 
Commission and six regional commissions to administer a detailed 
coastal protection program. Key elements of the program 
included: regulating all new development from 3 miles at sea 
extending inland 1,000 yards; the preparation of a Coastal Plan 
to be submitted to the Legislature in 1975 for implementation 
(completed on time); commission control over all new development 
-- private projects as well as those of local governments, port 
districts, state agencies, etc.; Commission power to override the 
development decisions of local government and other state 
agencies; and a jurisdiction covering the entire coast except for 
the San Francisco Bay. The program was designed to produce a 
written coastal plan to establish policies to guide the State's 
management of coastal resources, to be submitted to the State by 
December 1, 1975. The program created by the coastal initiative 
expired on December 31, 1976. 

The Coastal Zone conservation Commission submitted a coastal Plan 
to the Legislature on schedule on December 1, 1975. The Plan 
contains 162 policies affecting coastal development and covers 
the entire coastal region. However, the Legislature was not 
obligated by the initiative to enact every aspect of the Coastal 
Plan. Believing that the Plan took too much control away from 
local government, the Legislature chose to use the Plan as the 
model for a similar but not identical coastal management program, 
enacted in 1976 as the Coastal Act. 

The Coastal Act of 1976 

The Coastal Act was passed in the closing days of the 1976 
session, after a long battle over its terms in the Legislature. 
In the end the Act gave local government a greater role in the 
process than it was given in either the 1972 coastal initiative 
or the Coastal Plan drawn up subsequent to the initiative. 

Nevertheless, the Act established the coastal Commission as a 
strong, permanent regulatory and policy coordination body, 
affiliated by function with the Resources Agency but completely 
independent in its operations. The Coastal Act is the backbone 
of California's coastal policy as it exists today, and the 
coastal Commission's chief role since 1976 has been to carry out 
the law as embodied in the Coastal Act. 

Provisions of the Act 

The Act is a complex piece of legislation, but its fundamental 
principle is a simple one: the coastal Commission is to act as a 
partner to local government in coastal planning, representing the 
interests of the entire state on coastal policy, coordinating and 
overseeing the implementation of that policy at the local level, 
but allowing local government as much flexibility as possible in 
carrying out its own plans for development. 
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The centerpiece of this concept is the Local Coastal Program, or 
LCP. The Act requires the 70 coastal cities and counties to 
prepare their own plans for development within their 
jurisdictions, in the form of an LCP. The Coastal Commission is 
then charged with reviewing the LCPs for consistency with the 
Coastal Act and approving them if they are acceptaole. Until a 
region has a certified LCP, the Commission functions as the 
permitting authority for that region, hearing all requests for 
development permits. 

Under the Act, the permitting and enforcement functions return to 
the local jurisdiction once the LCP is approved and zoninq 
ordinances implementing its provisions are in place. The 
Commission then acts as a board of appeal for some local permit 
decisions and reviews LCPs every five years. 

The Act establishes policies to guide coastal planning and 
development similar to those found in the l972 coastal 
initiative. Under the Act, priorities for coastal usage are as 
follows: 

• public access 
• public recreation 
• marine environments 
• land resources, including sensitive habitats and 

agricultural lands 
• development, with attention to concentration of new 

development, scenic resources, and development in 
hazard areas 

• industrial development 

Special provisions and policies are also provided for the four 
major Southern California ports at Los Anqeles, Long Beach, San 
Diego, and Port Hueneme. The Commission retains on a permanent 
basis permitting and enforcement authority over tidelands and 
other public trust lands along the shoreline. 

Like its previous incarnation, today•s coastal Commission 
overseas a huge area, but a more defined one than under the 1972 
coastal initiative. Under the Coastal Act, the coastal zone 
border extends from 3 miles at sea inland to a mapped boundary 
ranging from 100 feet in some urban areas to 16 miles in some 
rural regions. While generally adhering to the principle of 
extending the boundary of the Coastal Zone to the first ridge in 
rural areas and somewhere between 100 and l,OOO feet in urban 
areas, in soma areas the Legislature drew boundaries more in 
accordance with local wishes than with the geography of the 
reqion. The total land area of the coastal zone exceeds 1.6 
million acres. 

Under the Act, six reqional coastal commissions were retained 
from the l972 plan. Until 1981, they absorbed much of the State 
Commission's permitting function, allowing it to spend more time 
on LCP coordination. However, the Legislature allowed the 
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authorization for the reqional commissions to expire on July l, 
1981. 

The Coastal Commission also has some regulatory control over 
federal activities affecting the coast. Legal authority for this 
arrangement flows from the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 
1972, which authorizes state review and approval of federal 
activities affecting the coastline if the state has a 
federally-certified Coastal Management Plan such as the Coastal 
Act. 

The table below summarizes the Coastal commission's 
responsibilities and overall structure throughout its existence. 

T~ble 1. Summary of the history of th~ org~niz~tion of the C~liforni~ coastal management progr~m 

Imp Iemen tat ion 
pha~e 

Coastal Zone 
Cons.ervalion 
Act ol 1972. 
Proposition 20 
(1913-1977) 

Coas.tal Act of 
19i6 (1977-
1981) 

Coastal Act of 
1976 (1981-
present) 

Organizational 
structure 

Statewide 
commrssion, 
six regional 
commissions 

Same as 1973-
1977 

One statewide 
commission 

Definition of 
coastal zone 

Planning area: out to 
sea 3 miles, 
"inland to the 
highest elevation 
of the nearest 
coastal mountain 
range"; Permit 
area: 1,000 yards 
from mean high 
tide line 

Out to sea 3 miles•; 
inland to 
boundaries u~t by 
state legislatureb 

Same as 197i-1981 

Stale commission's respomibihties 

Relations.hrp 
to local 

government 

Regulate all development rn permit area: lndependenr 
Prepare coastal plan for 19i6 
legislative session 

Assist 52 cities and 15 counties in 
preparing local coastal programs; 
regulate development within entire 
coastal zone' 

As each local coastal program is 
certified, local government assumes 
authority to issue coastal permia 
consistent with tts lCP; comm•ssion 
takes secondar; role of hearrng 
appeals from local permit decis1ons 
approving proposed amendments to 
lCPs, providing technical ;mistance 
and advice. monitoring local permits 
to assure compliance. performing 5-
year evaluations of lCPs; commission 
retains original permit jurisdiction 
over state tidelands and performs all 
consistency reviews under federal 
CZMA 

Close, 
collaborative 

Ad"isory, 
appellate 

• fo• t~tit u"''"'•~" pur,_.., Kttwft..,. '" ~rat wAtt'•-. 11• , .. ,..,ed ri thft have • ~•4tr.-c;1 f'ffK1". on'"- CQia.\li; &on• 
• Tlw ""'~>' •••• pottP<I- "'" woll• olthot S<!Ntt <N-"' 1t76. llftduch ""'"'bet waseotl'CI bound.lrlft """I ftc,.p.r,, tp.r: .. :.,..,.,•e;· t>HI, ~tlltft".p: to cNnpt tN oo""CS.''ft 

vlu&lh ""'ucr""•"'u •. each M'IJ.t.to" 

C \\ h1ift fhfl' df'htuhon Of • dpvelopMf'l'tf'' ll the> lltf\1' tl undf'• ''OIJOUitOn J0 th«rtt att I I'\UI'I'tb.~ of QI ... C)tiiC.t! t'lCi..,,tOf"'\ •ytl": "~•fW•' ft\f.lntt'f\11'\C~. llf\lf'\01 f'atJa~\IOfh (\4 f:&llh ... 

"'ut'.,. .. C:Ofl\tr..,..hOfl ol- ........ ,.,.., .....,.. "'dtf•....S. lllre..t, llfllotrund ...... hborhoocb "'""""' ... ,(w~u••i b11'1d'"l· ••·<= :ht ••piott'",."" 01 MluetutO'>II•""O•t': bo 
Nlura: dtY~t<P•-. 

(Source: "California's Coastal Program," Michael L. Fischer, APA 
Journal, summer 1985, pp. 313-320) 
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The Commission itself is made up of twelve voting members, twelve 
alternates selected by commissioners with the concurrence of 
their appointing authority, and three non-voting members. Six of 
the twelve regular members are representatives of local 
government and six are private citizens. The Governor, the 
Speaker of the Assembly, and the senate Rules Committee each 
appoint two local government representatives and two private 
citizens. 

The ColUilission currently works out of four district offices and 
one main office. District offices are located in santa cruz, 
santa Barbara, Long Beach, and San Diego. 'l'he Commission's staff 
is headquartered ~oqether with the North and North Central 
District Offices in San Francisco. A separate North Coast 
District Office was located in Eureka u~til budget cuts forced 
its closure in 1985. 

Durinq the 1988-89 fiscal year, the Commission has a staff 
allocation of 110 personnel-years, a little more than half the 
210 it had during FY 1980-81. As noted previously, the Governor 
has budgeted $6,276,000 for the Commission for FY 1989-90, 
continuing a trend which has seen the Commission's budget reduced 
by more than 56' since FY 1977-78. 

The Act As Public Policy and As Law 

The coastal Act retains remarkably strong public support. PUblic 
opinion regarding the Coastal Act and the policies it enacts into 
law is unequivocally favorable. A 1985 Field Poll regarding 
coastal protection produced the following data: 

Asked to rate the importance of each of the basic provisions of 
the coastal Act, large majorities of the public responded that 
each was "extremely important" --

Provision 
Percent Answering 

"Extremely Important• 

controlling ocean toxic wastes and sewage disposal 93% 
Preserving the coast's scenic beauty Slt 
Preserving coastal wetlands and wildlife habitat 77t 
Protecting sensitive offshore areas from 

oil and gas drilling 72% 
Guaranteeing public access to beaches and coastal 

recreational opportunities 66% 
Controlling coastal residential and commercial 

development 57t 

(Source: "Public Feels that California Coastal Act is a Good 
Law," Field Poll Release 11317, December 19, 1985.) 
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In each of the above categories, most of the differences between 
the percentages listed and 100% was made up of people who thought 
each provision was "somewhat important". Fewer than 10% of the 
respondents said that any of these coastal preservation 
objectives was unimportant. 

Of the 59% who said they knew something about the Coastal Act, 
more than three out of four felt it was a good law. In addition, 
64% of those polled favored some increase in funding for the 
.Coastal Commission, identified as the agency responsible for 
carrying out the policies of the Coastal Act. 

Clearly, the people of California feel there is a need for 
careful coastal planning and the protection of coastal resources 
and access. It does not take much extrapolation from the above 
data to detect a fear of a world without a strong coastal 
preservation agency, a world where development goes on without 
guidance and planning from a statewide agency immune to the 
growth pressures faced by local government and able to bring a 
broader viewpoint to individual projects. 

The significance of the Commission's work in this regard cannot 
be overestimated. Despite private ownership of specific plots, 
the coast as a resource belongs to the entire state. Under the 
California constitution, the State, while delegating some land 
use power to local government, retains the ability to plan, 
protect resources, and even control land use in areas or on 
subjects of greater than local concern. As one court said in a 
early case involving the first incarnation of the Coastal 
Commission, "Where the ecological or environmental impact of land 
use affect the people of the entire state, they can no longer 
remain matters of purely local concern ••• where the activity, 
whether municipal or private, is one that can affect persons 
outside the city, the state is empowered to prohibit or regulate 
the externalities ••• "a 

California's coastal resources constitute a legacy that can 
potentially be allowed to slip away. The coast is a 
non-renewable resource; once development on a site is permitted 
the scenic and natural resources present at that site are 
modified and often irrevocably lost to future generations. The 
trust the public has chosen to invest in the Commission through 
its support for coastal protection is a heavy responsibility. 

Our concern in this study is to examine the implementation of the 
Coastal Act with the aim of developing findings and 
recommendations as to how it might most efficiently and 

8 CEEED v. California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission, 
118 Cal Rptr., 315 (1975), cited in California coastal Plan, 
California Coastal Zone Conservation Comm~ssion, December 1975, 
p. 13. 
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effectively be implemented and enforced. In the next section, we 
will examine in further detail how the coastal Act has been 
implemented in practice, and what some of the problems with that 
implementation have been. 
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ISSUES REGARDING THE COASTAL ACT 

Role of Local Government - Local Coastal Plans (LCPs) 

The Local Coastal Program is the backbone of the coastal 
protection program established by the Coastal Act. The Act 
requires coastal localities to prepare their own plans for 
development within their jurisdictions, in the form of a Local 
Coastal Program, or LCP. The two components of a Local Coastal 
Program (LCP) are (1) a Land Use Plan (LUP) showing the types, 
location, and intensity of land use planned for the area, and (2) 
implementing ordinances which carry out the Land Use Plan. 

The original deadline for the submittal of all LCPs to the 
commission was 1981. This deadline was extended several times 
due to delays in localities completing their plans and bringing 
them into compliance with Coastal Act policies. The last 
deadline expired in 1984, but more than 50 localities still do 
not have certified LCPs. 

The Act requires the Coastal Commission to review all Local 
Coastal Programs and approve them if they are found consistent 
with the coastal protection policies outlined in the Coastal Act. 
Until a region has a certified LCP, all development permits must 
be requested from and issued by the Commission. Under the design 
of the Act, once the commission certifies the LCP, the permitting 
function for all but tidelands and other public trust lands is 
returned to the local jurisdiction. The Commission is then to 
act as a board of appeal for specific categories of local permit 
decisions, review LCPs every five years, and carry out a number 
of other permanent fu'nctions. 

There are 70 cities and counties within the area covered by the 
Coastal Act. Many of these localities have broken up into 
smaller planning units for the purpose of preparing an LCP. As a 
result, there are anticipated to be a total of 126 LCPs when the 
process is completed. But despite several extensions of the LCP 
completion deadline, 55 out of 126 affected localities, or 44,, 
still do not have certified LCPs in place today. As recently as 
the end of 1987, closer to 60 percent of LCPs remained 
unapproved. Although progress is being made, the inability up to 
this point of some local governments to complete the process take 
over permitting and other administrative responsibilities from 
the commission has left it with an enormous burden of overseeing 
and permitting for local jurisdictions without LCPs. 

In addition, many portions of LCPs have been approved with land 
use issues in specific small areas unresolved. These regions, 
officially designated as Areas of Deferred Certification, but 
more commonly known as "white holes" because of their appearance 
on Commission planning maps, remain under the commission's 
permitting and enforcement jurisdiction until agreement is 
reached between the Commission and local government on the land 
use issues in question. As the number of fully certified LCPs 
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has grown, the number of white holes "left behind" at 
certification has also grown. The 45 existing white holes and 
any new ones created in the future will have to be resolved 
before the LCP certification process can be considered complete. 

The LCP certification process was designed, as former Exec~tive 
Director of the Coastal commission Michael L. Fiscner put it, to 
"protect the long-term, larqer-tnan-local interests of the 
coastal zona" without permanently removing control over 
development from local hanas9. Instead, these 
"larger-than-local" interests are built into the local plan under 
the supervision of the coastal Commission. 

Unfortunately, the process envisioned in the Act of state control 
over development gradually being returned to local government has 
yet to fully materialize in practice. A series of delays and 
conflicts over LCP provisions has left much of the coastal reqion 
under the Commission's direct oversight. In the extreme case, 
the City of carlsbad for a time refused to prepare an LCP. The 
Legislature subsequently directed the Commission to prepare one 
for carlsbad, and the City has since reversed itself and begun to 
participate in tne planning process. Notwithstanding this 
example, however, the Commission today often finds itself mired 
in permitting details that under the Act were supposed to be 
handled by local government by this tiae. 

The Governor has expressed the opinion that the current situation 
is the fault of the Commission for falling behind in its work and 
that further budget cuts are warranted since the commission 
"should have gone out of business a lonq time ago under the 
law.nlO This represents a basic Disunderstanding of the Coastal 
Act. The review and approval of LCPs, while one of the most 

. important Coamission functions, is far from being its sole reason 
for existence,· as the Governor's stateaent implies. Under the 
coastal Act the Commission is given a whole host of permanent 
coastal aanaqement responsibi~ities, outlined in the course of 
this report and also compiled at Appendix B. Far from "going out 
ot business" when LCP certification is complete, the Coastal 
commission will then be free to direct qreater effort toward 
engaging in lonq-term coastal planning and research, providing 
coordination for all state and federal agencies involved in 
coastal Danagement, reviewing LCP amendments, overseeing local 
enforcement, and the many other permanent tasks it has been given 
under the law. · 

9 "California's coastal PrograD," Michael L. Fischer, ~ 
Journal, summer 1985. 

10 "Governor won•t increase coastal collUilission funds," 
Daniel c. Carson and James P. sweeney, San Diego Union, April 13, 
1988. 
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More to the present point, it is the responsibility of local 
government, not the Coastal Commission, to prepare LCPs {although 
there has been discussion of solving the current logjam by simply 
having the Coastal Commission draw up LCPs for local government 
which fail to do so themselves). The fact is that there is blame 
enough to go around for the lag in LCP certification. 

The reasons for this situation developing are several. Key among 
them is the fact that, much as they would like to have local 
control over local development, many local jurisdictions are 
relieved to have the coastal Commission present to play the role 
of 11 bad guy" by taking the responsibility for denying development 
permits. Growth pressures from developers can at times be 
overwhelming for local government, and pushing the responsibility 
for tough decisions off on the state regulatory agency frees 
local government from the burden of weighing decisions 
potentially adverse to powerful local interests. 

This problem has led to frequent discussion of the idea of 
incentives or sanctions aimed at persuading local governments to 
complete their LCPs. Indeed, the state-local partnership 
envisioned by the Coastal Act seems to need such a boost, though 
it needs to be carefully crafted for that partnership to remain 
healthy. 

An additional contributor to the delay is the fact that many 
local jurisdictions lack the expertise and staff to formulate an 
LCP without substantial guidance from the Coastal Commission. In 
an era of restricted revenues for local government, it is 
difficult to ask them to devote more of their already-extended 
resources to LCP development. The Commission needs to provide 
greater assistance to localities in developing their LCPs. 

For its part, the Commission has been increasingly caught in a 
catch-22 -~ declining budget resources pulling staff resources 
away from LCP assistance at the same time that the permitting 
burden from jurisdictions without LCPs overwhelms the Commission. 
Both local government and the Commission have suffered as a 
result. 

Another problem we noted in reviewing this area is the fact that 
the Coastal Act allows the Commission only one opportunity to 
change elements of an LCP -- during the initial approval process. 
Local governments, on the other hand, can petition for amendments 
to their plans virtually at will. The Act does direct the 
Commission to review existing LCPs·every five years to ensure 
compliance with Coastal Act policies under changing 
circumstances, and to recommend changes to bring the LCPs into 
compliance with the Act. However, the Act does not empower the 
Commission to compel such changes. One can surmise that the 
knowledge on both sides that the Commission has only the one 
initial opportunity to actively influence the content of LCPs 
might tend to harden the positions taken by both the Commission 
and the local planners in the preparation of LCPs and delay LCP 
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completion and certification by making effective compromises more 
difficult to achieve. 

An additional cause for delay was suggested by an individual 
familiar with the coastal Commission's work who spoke to this 
Commission in the course of its study. This person offered the 
opinion that local government sees time working in their favor as 
the certification process drags on, because the budget pressure 
continually exerted against the Coastal Commission by the 
Governor tends to force the Commission into greater compromises 
than it aight otherwise make, in order to demonstrate progress on 
the completion of LCP certification. 

Finally, there is the problem of litigation by permit applicants. 
Commission staff at the Long Beach office told us that applicants 
routinely threaten litigation both before and subsequent to 
Commission decisions. From our investigations, this problem 
appears to be much worse in the South than in the North. 
Regardless, the threat of litigation ties up staff time that 
could be spent on LCPs or enforcement issues. 

The enforcement function is also returned to the local government 
at the time of LCP certification. Here again local government at 
times lacks both expertise and resources to carry out this 
function. This aspect of the role of local government in the 
coastal management program will be discussed further in the 
section titled "Enforcement" on page 25. 

State and Federal Jurisdiction 

The Coastal Zone Management Act, signed by President Nixon in 
1972 just prior to the approval of California's coastal 
initiative, authorizes state control over federal activities 
aff~ctinq the coastline if the state in question has a 
federally-certified Coastal Management Plan. State Coastal 
Management Plans are submitted to the Secretary of Commerce and 
reviewed by the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management. 
California's plan, consisting of the enabling statutes of the 
coastal Commission, Coastal conservancy, and BCOC, was certified 
in 1977. 

Certification of California's Coastal Management Plan also 
entitles the state's agency for coastal policy administration 
(the Coastal Commission) to receive federal grant funds in 
support of its coastal management activities. The commission 
currently receives about $2.5 million per year in federal 
funding, with about half of this federal money being passed 
through to other state agencies involved in coastal management, 
such as the coastal Conservancy and the BCDC. 

The CZMA and Coastal Act programs are intentionally similar. A 
federal-state partnership is envisioned under the CZMA similar to 
the state-local partnership envisioned in the Coastal Act, with 
the Coastal Commission again acting as a strong advocate for the 
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interests of the state as a whole. However, the desire of the 
federal government under the Reagan Administration to pursue 
coastal policies perceived by the Coastal Commission to be in 
conflict with Coastal Act policies led to an adversarial 
relationship between the Commission and the federal government. 

The key bone of contention has been the development of the Outer 
Continental Shelf region, or ocs, a region outside the three-mile 
boundary of state waters but within u.s. waters. Under the 
Reagan Administration, the federal government strongly advocated 
development of the suspected large oil and gas reserves in the 
ocs region, fr~<;Uently with the concurrence of the Governorll. 

However, because the Coastal commission has the power to review 
any federal activity which directly affects California's coastal 
resources for consistency with the Coastal Act, it has been able 
to block some federal ocs leasing, exploration and development 
proposals which it believed ran counter to the policies of the 
Coastal Act. President Bush's recent proclamation extending the 
territorial sea to 12 miles may further strengthen the 
commission's role in regulating federal activities on the outer 
continental Shelf. 

The rocky relationship between the Coastal Commission and its 
federal counterparts last year led the Office of Ocean and 
Coastal Resource Management to threaten to recommend 
decertification of California's coastal program to the Secretary 
of Commerce. This confrontation placed the Commission's OCS 
authority and federal funding in jeopardy. 

The Coastal Commission, joined by the State Attorney General, 
subsequently filed a lawsuit in the u.s. District Court of 
Northern California against OCRM, alleging that OCRM had exceeded 
its authority under the Coastal Zone Management Act and was 
illegally conditioning federal CZMA funding on the Commission 
making changes in California's Coastal Management Plan. 

In a preliminary injunction, the court ruled in favor of the 
Coastal Commission. Subsequent public pressure from both state 
and federal legislators and a series of meetings between 
Commission and OCRM staff temporarily resolved this dispute and 
produced a new agreement to cooperate. 

11 Source materials discussing this conflict are numerous: 
See for example "US attacks policies of coastal panel," 
Sacramento Bee, August 21, 1987, p. 1; "Oeukmejian defied by 
coastal panel, 11 Bee, September 2, 1987, p. 1; "Administration 
escalates attack on coastal panel;," Bee, November 25, 1987, p. 
1; and "Slicks, Spills, and Vetoes," san Jose Mercury-News, 
January 8, 1988, p. 6B. 
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The new federal administration's recent announcement that it will 
postpone indefinitely two of the most controversial lease sales 
affecting the California coast appears to have done a great deal 
to reduce tensions between the federal government and the 
Commission. It is too early to tell, however, if this change in 
the relationship will be a lasting one. 

Enforcement 

The Commission is responsible for enforcing the terms of every 
permit it issues. This includes permits issued for areas without 
a certified LCP, and permits issued for wetlands and submerged 
tidelands under the manaqement of the State Lands Commission. 
once an LCP is completed and certified, enforcement duties for 
areas subject to an LCP are returned to the local jurisdiction 
along with the permitting function. In practice, however, since 
a large number of LCPs remain incomplete, the commission 
continues to carry a huge enforcement responsibility coverinq 
thousands of sguare miles of coastal zone territory and over 
65,000 permitsX2. 

When the Coastal Commission determines that a violation has 
occurred, and that the issue requires corrective action, 
Commission staff must file a report with the Attorney General's 
office in order to correct the infraction. In the case of a 
present and ongoing violation, Commission staff may request a 
cease and desist order be issued to halt activity at the site. 
In cases where_ the suspected violation has already occurred, 
Commission staff may request the Attorney General to take leqal 
action against the violator, including assessing punitive fines 
as well as recovering the cost of restoration of the land 
affected by the violation. The Attorney General's office reports 
spending a substantial amount of time processing and following up 
these violation reports. 

The nature and source of violations varies. commission staff 
indicated to us that unpermitted violations, where the builder 
simply never applied for a permit, are more common than 
violations of existing permits. This indicates a lack of 
awareness among portions of the public of the necessity of 
gaining Commission approval for building activity in the coastal 
zone, or a propensity to iqnore such approval authority. 
Violation reports come from a variety of sources, mainly from 
public citizens• reports, and also from Commission staff site 
visits, local government, other state agencies, and reviews of 
evidence by Commission offices. 

Fines for violations may be applied anywhere in the ranqe between 
$50 and $5,000 per day. According to Commission staff, however, 

12 Coastal Commission news release, November 12, 1987. 
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the largest fine ever assessed against a violator totaled only 
$15,000. Given that multi-million dollar projects come before 
the Commission at virtually every monthly meeting, the size of 
these fines is insufficient to provide any kind of meaningful 
deterrent to violations. 

Enforcement was originally handled out of the regional Coastal 
Commission offices prior to the expiration of the regional 
Commissions in 1981. In 1983 the entire enforcement program was 
shut down for several months because of budget cuts imposed by 
the Governor. The program was re-established the following year 
with one full-time position in the San Francisco office and 
several part-time student interns stationed in the district 
offices as the enforcement staff for the entire state. No other 
resources were then or are now available for the program due to 
the lack of budget support. 

The problems inherent in this situation are myriad. With travel 
expenses as restricted as staff resources, very few site visits 
by Commission staff are possible. Relying on occasional visits 
and citizen reporting has meant missing altogether an unknown 
number of violations, and discovering others too late to halt 
serious damage to coastal resources. Even so, the tiny 
enforcement staff has fallen behind in processing reported 
violations. The following table represents the Commission's 
backlog of enforcement c·ases from 1985 through 1987. 

Year-End Number of: 
New Cases 
Reported Pendin~ Cases 

1985.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • • • 390 
~986 •..•.•.•••...•.••...••••.•••. 331 
1987.. . . . . . • . • . . • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • • • 384 

(Source: Legislative Analyst) 

477 
628 
762 

In addition, Coastal Commission staff supplied us with the 
following figures for the second quarter of 1988 (May through 
July): 

Pre-existing 
Open cases 

688 

New Cases 
Reported 

45 

Cases 
Closed 

70 

Pending 
Open 

663 

It is evident that some small progress has been made. Open cases 
have been reduced from a high of 762 in 1987 to 663 as of July, 
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1988. Nevertheless, this is an unacceptably large number of open 
cases. 

The truly alarminq aspect of these fiqures is the fact that they 
represent only those suspected violations that the Coastal 
Commission has been able to discover throuqh its extremely 
limited means. This commission was told that in the district 
office with the largest backlog of enforcement cases, Long Beach, 
active investigation for violations is "non-existent" except in 
cases where immediate and obvious harm to coastal resources may 
be done. Virtually all enforcement cases filed by that office in 
recent months are the-result of citizen reports. Thus the number 
of actual violations is unmeasurable but likely to be much higher 
than these figures indicate. 

A large part of enforcinq compliance with the Coastal Act, as 
with any other law, must be to create the perception that 
effective enforcement exists and that penalties will be assessed 
for violating the law. A backlog of enforcement cases this 
large, a backlog built up primarily through the efforts of 
public-minded citizens reportinq violations rather than through 
the Commission's own efforts, undermines that perception 
seriously and invites further violations. 

Relying on student interns has caused additional problems with 
the enforcement process in the area of litigation. The 
Commission reports that it currently has a total of 186 cases in 
litigation, 54 simple enforcement cases, and 132 others involvinq 
appeals of Commission rulings and other conflicts. The use of 
interns to staff the Commission's litiqation efforts has meant a 
severe loss of continuity caused by students rotating in and out 
ot these 'positions with the school year. This loss of continuity 
has seriously damaged the commission's ability to pursue the 
prosecution of violations. Missed court deadlines and other 
mistakes caused by inexperience and oversized workload have led 
to the dismissal of numerous violation complaints filed by the · 
Commission. This further undermines perceptions of the 
Commission's ability to enforce permit terms. 

Finally, the absence of an effective enforcement program at the 
state Commission calls into question the ability and willingness 
of localities to provide effective enforcement when their LCPs 
are in place. Local revenue sources have been restricted in 
recent years, and a strong supportive role by the state 
Commission will be necessary in order to have effective 
enforcement at the local level in the future. A weak and heavily 
backloqged enforcement program at the state Commission does not 
bode well for that future. 

The enforcement program should be a key element of the 
Commission's activities. Without effective enforcement, actions 
taken by the Commission to implement Coastal Act policies in a 
sense become meaningless, because there is little incentive to 
obey them. One Commissioner offered us the very disturbing 
opinion that some applicants have been agreeing to conditions 
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imposed by the Coastal Commission on their permits only because 
they know they can go out and violate them with impunity later on 
without fear of being cauqht or prosecuted. An effective 
enforcement program is vital to ensure that the mandate of the 
Coastal Act is indeed carried out. 

We have identified two ideas for improving the commission's 
enforcement capability, beyond simply increasing the number of 
personnel devoted to it -- (1) empowering the Commission to issue 
cease and desist orders, and (2) authorizing it to impose fines 
for permit violations. 

The Commission currently must file suspected violation reports 
with the Attorney General 1 s Office and request action on its part 
in order to get a cease and desist order placed on a site or 
fines imposed on a violator. Other state agencies such as the 
Bay Conservation and Development Commission and the state Water 
Resources Control Board are authorized to issue their own cease 
and desist orders. State agencies such as the BCOC and the 
Department of Fish and Game are also able to impose fines on 
their own against violators of regulations under their 
jurisdiction. 

The addition of these two powers to the commission's enforcement 
authority could significantly reduce both the staff time required 
for paperwork in connection with pursuing violations and the 
disrespect for the law engendered by long delays and even 
outright failure in taking punitive action against violators. 

Guidelines and Regulations 

The coastal Act directs the Commission to provide guidelines for 
submissions to the Commission, including both LCP submissions by 
local governments and regular permit submissions from the general 
public. 

The Commission has published a number of documents providing such 
guidelines, including regular updates of its "Statewide 
Interpretive Guidelines" for permit submissions, its "Local 
coastal Program Manual" to assist local governments in preparinq 
their LCPs, and its "Post-Certification Manual 11 outlining 
procedures for appeals of local decisions to the State Commission 
and other post-certification activities. 

Nevertheless, confusion continues to exist about requirements for 
submissions to the Commission, in part because of the inability 
of the staff to provide individual personal assistance to those 
seeking information about the process. Useful guidelines are a 
key part of the Commission's public outreach function, and 
absolutely vital to better relations with public users of the 
Commission. 

In addition, the Commission has been caught up in a dispute with 
the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) over its issuing of 
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guidelines. The OAL was established to review all existing and 
future regulations for necessity, clarity, and several other 
factors, and make recommendations regarding their implementation. 
The Commission has been accused by OAL of promulgating 
•underground" requlations in the form of quidelines and thereby 
circumventing its review process. However, the san Francisco 
Superior court, in a 1987 ruling on a lawsuit filed between the 
commission and the OAL regarding this matter,. upheld the 
Commission's authority to adopt policies and guidelines without 
OAL review. That decision is currently on appeal. 

Amendment Process 

The Coastal Act provides that localities may propose up to three 
amendments to their LCPs per year once certified. The Coastal 
commia•ion must hear and approve all LCP amendments be~ore they 
can become effective. 

In practice, many separate and distinct amendments have been 
grouped together into each of the three LCP amendments permitted 
by law to be presented to the commission each year. Large 
amendment packages can thus sometimes approach the complexity of 
an LCP by themselves, and take up a comparable amount of staff 
time in preparation ~or their hearing by the commissio~. 

Some observers of the Commission believe that the absence of a 
limit on the packaging of amendments permits individual 
developers to bring projects before the Commission repeatedly 
until successful. We feel, however, that an amendment process 
without limits is important to maintaining the openness of the 
process and to ensuring that each LCP represents the most ~urrent 
planning. · 

A larger problem is the inability of localities to consult with 
commission staff on a reqular basis while preparing LCPs. This 
leads to conflict in the certification process, and contributes 
to the proliferation of amendments after certification has been 
achieved. A similar problem occurs when Commission staff are 
prevented by their workload from discussing siting decisions with 
developers in advance of their applying for a permit, leadinq to 
situations where denial of a permit application may kill a 
project which could have been approved with potential economic 
benefits in a different location. 

Coastal Resource Information Center 

The Coastal Act mandates the creation of a center to collect 
information on coastal policy on an ongoinq basis, to be known as 
the Coastal Resource Information Center. Such a center would act 
as a clearinghouse for information on coastal resource management 
issues. Information provided by the CRIC could ranqe from past 
Coastal Commission decisions on a certain type of permit to 
scientific studies and technical data relevant to specific 
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portions of the coastal zone. Unfortunately, the Center has 
never been put into operation, due to a lack of available 
funding. 

The purpose of the Center is to provide valuable, reliable 
information in a timely manner to support the activities of the 
Coastal Commission, local governments in the coastal region, 
state agencies, and others involved in coastal management. 
Components of an operating CRIC would include a library and 
computerized bibliographic system, as well as a mapped and 
geographic data storage system. 

The· Center is designed to be the centerpiece of the commission's 
educational function under the Coastal Act. Beyond simply 
fulfilling the requirements of the law, its establishment would 
provide a great service to both the Commission and all those 
concerned with its work by establishing a central storage and 
clearinghouse facility for information relevant to coastal 
planning and management. Both government agencies and the public 
would benefit from having reference information to use in 
developing LCPs and permit applications. Such a database would 
also contribute to general understanding of the Commission's work 
implementing Coastal Act policies. The Commission would benefit 
by gaining a better institutional memory and a database to which 
to refer when accused, as it increasingly has been, of making 
"arbitrary" decisions. 

The Commission has in the past attempted to move forward with the 
establishment of the CRIC. In FY 1983-84 the Commission 
requested s.o PY and $198,000 to begin the work of assembling a 
CRIC (later, an August 1987 Budget Change Proposal drafted by 
Commission staff estimated a minimum workable staff level of 4.1 
personnel-years). However, less than half of the requested 
funding was approved for 1983-84, and the Commission's planning 
and research funding was simultaneously cut by 45%, eliminating 
the possibility of getting the project off the ground. The 
Commission has in fact been forced to close its small private 
library facility due to these and other budget reductions. 

The absence of a Commission reference center, or any library 
facility whatsoever, for that matter, has contributed to a number 
of the failings attributed to the Commission today -- a lack of 
responsiveness to users of· its regulatory.system, a tendency 
toward decisions that appear arbitrary to some Commission 
observers, and a failure to conduct sufficient long-term coastal 
planning. The coastal Resource Information Center must be 
established if the Coastal commission is to perform on its 
mandate effectively. 

Public Information and Education 

The Commission is also obligated under the coastal Act to 
actively promote public awareness of coastal access and 
recreational uses. Beyond these statutory requirements, the 
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Commission carries an inherent responsibility to communicate 
freely and actively with other government agencies and the public 
regarding coastal resource management policies. 

The Commission has been limited in its ability to fulfill this 
mandate by budget restrictions. Nevertheless, it has engaged in 
a number of constructive outreach efforts. 

Commissioners and Commission staff have in the past participated 
in a number of public forums discussing issues relevant to 
coastal management. One recent and outstanding example of this 
nature was the "Coastal Forum" jointly sponsored by the 
California League of Cities and the County Supervisors' 
Association of California, held in Burlingame on September 22, 
1988. The Forum was well-attended by both local government 
representatives and Coastal Commission staff, and participants we 
spoke to felt that the Forum had been extremely helpful both as 
an exchange of views about coastal management issues and as an 
important step in forging the state-local partnership envisioned 
in the Coastal Act. 

The Commission has also both sponsored and participated in a 
number of workshops with local planning groups and state and 
federal agency personnel concerned with coastal management. 
These workshops have again been helpful in providing an informal 
opportunity to share ideas and forge lasting relationships 
between staff personnel engaged in coordinating coastal policy. 

Before budget reductions restricted the Commission staff's 
flexibility, it was also able to conduct an informal pre-approval 
review process on large projects and LCP segments. This early 
consultation facilitated compromise on significant issues prior 
to formal Commission review of such items. The Commission 
staff's increasing inability to provide such consultative 
services bas contributed significantly to the contentiousness and 
resulting delays that currently plaque the Commission and its 
public users. 

Commission efforts at outreach.continue, albeit on a limited 
scale. The Commission has produced and disseminated a 
substantial amount of informational material on a variety of 
coastal management and access issues, including both its 
guidelines and manuals, as well as a "Coastal Access Guide" and a 
"Coastal Resource Guide." But by and large the Commission has 
been too cauqht up in the day-to-day scramble of permitting to 
provide a sustained, effective public outreach program. This has 
contributed substantially to the misperceptions held by some 
about the nature and duration of the Commission's mandate. 

Commission staff candidly admitted to us that one of the first 
things to go when the budget ax fell was public outreach. The 
attitude of staff was that an active public information program 
was a luxury they could not afford with the permitting workload 
so high. This attitude is understandable when the 57% reduction 
in the agency's budget since 1977 is taken into account. 
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Nevertheless, methods must be found to give the Commission's 
public outreach function the support, both external and internal, 
that it deserves. 

Long-Term Coastal Research and Planning 

In making the commission the coordinator for the state's coastal 
policy and regulator of all coastal development, the Coastal Act 
bestows on the Commission a role which it has yet to assume -
that of long-term planner for the future of the coast. The 
Coastal Act clearly intended that over time the commission 
would move from focusing on permitting and LCP certification into 
longer-term land-use planning and in-depth research on the coast, 
its resources, and the consequences of its development. The very 
concept of mapping and overseeing future coastal development 
requires a studied, long-range perspective if intelligent and 
fair decisions are to be made. 

Many would argue that the Commission's inability to pursue a 
longer-range perspective on the issues it has been grappling with 
has undermined its ability to effectively implement Coastal Act 
policies, by fostering the perception that Commission decisions 
are arbitrarily made and/or unduly influenced by affected 
parties. A sense that the Commission is operating under a 
long-term plan for the coast, supported by substantive research, 
would likely do much to erase this perception and answer calls 
for more predictability in the Commission's decision-making. 

In reviewing the scope of the Commission's coastal management 
responsibilities, we noted a number of very significant issues 
requiring considered, in-depth research because of their strong 
potential effects on coastal land use planning. These include 
the following: 

• the consequences of the greenhouse effect and rising sea 
levels for, the coast; 

• the long-term prospects for and implications of offshore 
energy resource development; 

• toxic and hazardous materials handling and spill cleanup in 
the coastal region; 

• long-term land use possibilities and dangers for flood and 
geologic hazard areas; 

• power plant development and siting; 
• shoreline erosion, especially in developed areas; 
• scientific studies of existing coastal resources and the 

impact of planned development; 
• etc. 

Perhaps the most significant area requiring ongoing study and 
reevaluation is population and development density; as 
development of the coast continues, an ongoing cumulative impact 
assessment will be necessary in making decisions about future 
development. 
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A recent congressional report on pollution of the nation's 
coastal waters cited research on coastal environments as a key 
element in the strategy to reverse this problem. The report 
called specifically for greater efforts by federal and state 
governments in support of marine and coastal research, monitoring 
and regulation, coastal zone management and water quality 
programslJ. 

These and other issues should play an important part in future 
land use decisions by the Commission, yet· the Commission is today 
unable to conduct sustained long-term research in any of these 
areas. While other state agencies and outside contractors have 
at times taken up some of this slack, the commission is the 
obvious logical choice to coordinate and conduct this type of 
research as part of its coastal management function. 

· The ColiDilission•s inability to establish the Coastal Resource 
Information Center has been a key factor in its f"ilure to take 
on longer-term planning issues. Without a well-organized 
database as a starting-off point, thoughtful and effective 
future-oriented research and planning are problematic. 

Without the benefit of advance planning and supporting research, 
the commission could in the future find itself increasingly 
unable to sustain its· implementation of Coastal Act policies when 
it encounters resistance. Unless this problem is addressed, the 
Commission could find itself spiraling into the kind of haphazard 
development process that the Coastal Act is designed to cure. If 
the Commission is to be effective in meeting its goals as an 
aqency, it must be able to plan intelligently for the future. 

Five-Year Review of LCPs 

One of the most significant of the Commission's permanent 
responsibilities is to review all certified LCPs every five 
years. Local coastal Programs are to be examined at least once 
every five years "to determine whether such program is being 
effectively implemented in conformity with the policies of (the 
Coastal Act)."l4 The five-year review is a vital component of 
the Commission's lonq-term planning function, as well as an 
important oversiqht tool for ensurinq proper implementation and 
enforcement of Coastal Act policies at the local level. To date, 
no five-year LCP reviews have been completed by the Commission. 
This function has also fallen victim to the ongoing crunch of 
permitting for areas without LCPs. 

13 "Dire Report on u.s. Coastal Waters," san Francisco 
Chronicle, January 24, 1989, p. 2. 

14 Section 30519.5 California Public Resources Code. 
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The five-year review as enacted in the Coastal Act is a purely 
advisory function for the Commission. The Act directs the 
Commission, after conducting a review, to recommend to local 
government any amendments or other corrective actions it believes 
are necessary to bring the region's program into compliance with 
Coastal Act policies. The local government is then required, 
within one year, to either take the recommended actions, or 
report to the Commission on why it has not done so. We view this 
arrangement positively, inasmuch as it encourages an exchange of 
views and a cooperative resolution of any issues that arise 
between the Commission and local government. 

However, we note that the coastal Act on this issue diverges 
significantly from the Coastal Plan prepared subsequent to the 
1972 initiative. The Plan drawn up by the citizen-mandated . 
Coastal Zone Conservation Commission called for the state coastal 
agency (the Commission) to be able to review and amend LCPs: 

u Local plans will need amendment from time to time. In an 
era of rapid change, the coastal agency should be able to 
amend both statewide and local policies, upon showing that 
such changes are dictated by new circumstances. 11 15 

The Plan also calls for the state coastal agency to be authorized 
to revoke its certification of any LCP if it finds after a public 
hearing that the terms of that LCP are being violated. We 
believe it is worth reevaluating these key points of difference 
between the Coastal Act and the Coastal Plan and considering 
which options offer the most effective means of ensuring that the 
policies embodied in these two documents are fully implemented, 
both today and in the future. 

Other Commission Functions 

The Coastal Commission has numerous other permanent 
responsibilities under the Coastal Act and subsequent statutes. 
Some, like enforcement of permits issued by the Commission, 
review of federal activities affecting the coast, and promoting 
public access and awareness of coastal resources, are outlined in 
some detail above. Others are given more detailed treatment in 
the list of permanent Commission responsibilities included as 
Appendix B. 

Nonetheless, in view of the Executive Branch's apparent 
fundamental misunderstanding of the permanent nature of the 
commission's mandate, we find it necessary to a summary of the 
Commission's permanent responsibilities: 

15 Coastal Plan, California Coastal Zone Conservation 
Commission, December 1, 1975, p. 185. 
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• review and approve amendments to LCPs, Port Master Plan, 
University Long-Range Development Plan, and Public Works 
Plan, including reviewing siting and development plans for 
power plants, wastewater treatment works, etc.; 

• enforce terms of the more than 65,000 permits issued by the 
Commission to date; 

• decide appeals of local permitting decisions; 

• review and approve permits for all tidal, submerged and 
other public trust lands; 

• review all federal activities affecting the coastal region 
for consistency with California's coastal policies, 
including all proposals for development of offshore energy 
reserves; 

• review LCPs every five years; 

• ongoing responsibility to update and provide public with 
access information; 

• maintain Coastal Resource Information Center; 

• promote wetlands restoration; 

• review and approve all local government reimbursement claims 
filed in connection with the State's coastal program. 

This summary should make it clear that, far from goinq out of 
existence when LCP certification is complete, the Coastal 
commission will still have a very large permanent, statutory 
mandate to live up to, including beginning in earnest the most 
important phase of its work -- long-term planning for the 
preservation and careful development of coastal resources. 
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ISSUES REGARDING THE COASTAL COMMISSION 

1. COMMISSION ORGANIZATION 

Commission Size and Structure 

The commission is made .UP of twelve voting members and three 
non-voting members (the Secretaries of the Resources and Business 
and Transportation Agencies and the Chairman of the State Lands 
Commission) . Each of the twelve voting members selects one 
alternate with the concurrence of their appointing authority. 
The alternate may sit and vote in the place of the regular 
member. Six of the twelve regular voting members are 
representatives of local government and six are private citizens. 
The Governor, Speaker of the Assembly, and Senate Rules Committee 
each appoint two local government representatives and two private 
citizens. All commissioners are part-time and have other 
full-time career activities in addition to their Commission 
responsibilities. 

With twelve regular members and twelve alternates with full 
voting rights, the Commission has twenty-four voting members, 
where most other major state boards and commissions function with 
five to nine voting members. Alternates have been a necessity in 
part because positions on the Commission are part-time and 
minimally compensated. Commissioners are frequently unable to 
set aside their principal professional duties for the entirety of 
the four consecutive days per month that the Commission meets. 

The extensive use of voting alternates has contributed to the 
perception of inconsistency in the decisions of the Commission. 
The makeup of the Commission can vary from meeting to meeting and 
even from hour to hour during the day of a meeting. This leads 
to similar cases sometimes getting different treatment from the 
Commission depending on which members of the Commission or their 
alternates are present. The abundance of voting Commissioners 
also lengthens meetings by extending the Commission's 
deliberations. 

The part-time nature of the Commission interferes with both 
informed decision-making by Commissioners and their pursuit of 
their private interests. In the course of our study one 
Commissioner reported spending approximately 50% of her work-time 
on commission busine5s, and still feeling like she was unable to 
sufficiently prepare for meetings. Others reported receiving 
foot-thick piles of briefing materials for an upcoming commission 
meeting less than five days before the meeting. The complexity 
of coastal management issues and their tremendous significance 
for the future of California would appear to require a greater 
time commitment than most Commissioners are now able to give. 
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Term of commissioners 

Commissioners are appointed to concurrent two-year terms, and 
serve at the pleasure of their appointinq authority. There has 
been criticism that the short and non-guaranteed term of members 
of the Commission hinders their ability to make independent 
judgements on issues before the commissionl6. 

We note that a number of other state boards and commissions have 
staggered terms, providing a measure of both institutional 
continuity and fresh perspectives. We also stress that members 
of the Commission must feel free to exercise their independent 
judgement if the commission is to be an effective and respected 
regulatory body. 

Qualifications Criteria and Appointments Process 

As noted above, appointments to the commission are split evenly 
among the Governor, Speaker, and Senate Rules Committee. There 
are no qualifications criteria for these positions in the Coastal 
Act. Some other state Boards and commissions require 
professional experience in the area they regulate, although most 
do not. 

There has been criticism that the appointing powers have used 
appointments to the Commission for political advantage, rewarding 
friends and providing opportunities for leveraging fundraising 
efforts. In the process, many believe that members have been 
appointed to the commission who are not motivated toward seeing 
the law as represented in the Coastal Act carried outl7. 

The commission's responsibilities are much too important for 
there to be even the appearance that positions on it are being 
used as political rewards. To avoid this appearance, we believe 
that appointees to the Commission should come to the Commission 
with an apparent capacity to perform their duties effectively and 
without aiqnificant conflicting or competing past or present 
affiliations or activities. More specifically, we believe that 
appointees should have demonstrated their willingness to 
vigorously carry out the spirit and intent of the Coastal Act. 

16 See especially, "Coastal Commission - An Ideal Gone 
Astray," Robert w. Stewart and Ronald B. Taylor, Los Angeles 
Times, September 7, 1987, p.l. 

17 Ibid. 
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Conduct and Ethics 

commissioners• only guidance in the realm of conduct and ethics 
is the state's generalized conflict-of-interest rules, under 
which public officials are obligated to recuse themselves from 
decisions materially affecting their personal financial position. 
Public accusations against the Commission have again been leveled 
in this arealS. 

one key element of these accusations has involved the practice of 
private, or ~ parte communication between Commissioners, permit 
applicants, and other officials of the state. Because of its 
status as a q~asi-judicial body, all Commission proceedings are 
expected to be fully accessible to the public, including all 
communication between the Commission and those attempting to 
influence matters before it. While many Commissioners, 
applicants and public officials have made an honest effort to 
keep proceedings strictly before the public, resorting to 
exchanging open letters when communicating outside of public 
meetings, others have engaged in private communications. 

All parties we talked to about this issue admit that ex parte 
communication has on occasion been instrumental in resolving 
difficult issues before the Commission. While many expressed 
suspicion of what goes on in these conversations, few expressed a 
desire to ban them altogether, presumably because of their 
utility in resolving some difficult situations in the past. 
Rather, the concerns we heard were that ex parte communication 
not become regular practice for dealing with agenda items that 
raise impOrtant issues, and that it not be used as a tool for 
undermining Coastal Act policies. 

Nonetheless, we are deeply concerned by the public perception 
that results from the practice of ex parte communication. If the 
public ceases to believe in the openness and fairness of the 
Commission's decision-making.process, the Commission's problems 
will only multiply. 

An additional element falling under this heading is the question 
of campaign fundraising by Commissioners. As noted previously, 
the appointing powers have been accused of appointing members of 
the Commission based on the appointees• political activism rather 
than their expertise in implementing coastal management policies. 
This has led to further accusations of Commissioners tying their 
decisions on particular matters before the commission to their 
fundraising activities. While developers appearing before the 
coastal Commission have been reluctant to comment at all on its 
operations, one developer did tell the Los Angeles Times that a 

18 Ibid. 
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Commissioner once encouraged him to donate to "a number" of 
political candidatesl9. 

A draft report produced by the u.s. Department of Commerce in 
connection with its recent evaluation of California's coastal 
management program made an excellent statement on this subject: 

" (The Department) believes that as long as the 
public perception exists that the Commission's 
actions are motivated by improper influences, the 
Commission lacks the complete confidence of the 
public and is unable to play an effective 
leadership role in coastal issues. The Commission 
should take immediate steps to regain the respect 
of the public for the inteqrity of ita 
daciaion-makinq proceaa."20 

In sum, the Commission will be unable to carry out its mandate 
under the Coastal Act unless the process by which it carries the 
Act's policies out is free from suspicion. The existence of 
allegations like those reported above requires a thorough 
consideration of restrictions on the outside activities of 
sitting commissioners. If the coastal Act is to endure, 
decisions of the Commission must be baaed solely on its policies, 
free from any tinge or suspicion of political influence. 

compensation 

At present Commissioners are compensated at a rate of $100 per 
meeting day. In addition, they are eligible for up to $100 of 
preparation time per meeting day, and travel expenses are 
reimbursed. 

These positions carry very significant responsibilities, which 
require a great deal of preparation time and involve complex and 
technical issues. Many other boards with arguably less 
far-reaching mandates and powers have full-time members who are 
compensated in accordance with their responsibilities. 

In addition, it is worth considering whether the lack of 
significant compensation for positions on the Commission has 
discouraged some qualified individuals from accepting 

19 Ibid. 

20 "Draft Evaluation of the California Coastal Management 
Program (CCMP) Covering the Period From August 1984 Through 
August 1987," Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, 
United States Department of Commerce, August 19, 1987, p. 26. 
The final evaluation report, issued in November of 1987, adopted 
a condensed version of this paragraph. 
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appointments and made the power of the position a major 
motivation for serving on the Commission. 

Commission Procedures 

The Commission meets once a month for four consecutive days of 
. hearings, alternating between sites in the North area of the 
state and in the South. In-the past, the Commission met twice a 
month in a greater variety of locations, but budget reductions 
have limited their flexibility on this point. The rigidity of 
the current schedule has caused problems for both the Commission 
and the.public. 

Regular monthly meetings have meant an uneven workload for 
meetings. Although all qenerally have a full agenda, on some 
occasions the agenda is so large as to be beyond all reasonable, 
expectation of finishing it in only four meeting days. The 
possibility of·more frequent meetings when workload requires it 
could help resolve some of the stresses experienced by both the 
Commission and the public at marathon sessions. 

In addition, the set pattern of alternating between north and 
south often puts a burden of travel cost on applicants who must 
appear before the Commission. It should be possible within 
existing statutory deadlines for the Commission to do a better 
job of sorting its workload so that generally the applications 
originating in one reqion of the state are heard at a meetinq 
conducted in that same area. 

Members of the Subcommittee noted other somewhat minor but 
needlessly irritating problems at the Commissio~ meeting they 
attended: a seemingly purposefully difficult setup for public 
presentations to the Commission, agendas that had not been 
updated and were confusing to both the public audience and the 
commissioners, and an extreme scarcity of public parking at one 
meeting site. 

The Commission can improve its relations with the public if the 
convenience of the public is given more consideration in the 
meeting arrangements. 
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2. COMMISSION STAFF AND BUDGET RESOURCES 

Size and organizational structure 

The Commission had a staff of 110 personnel-years in FY 1987-88. 
Of these positions, 54 ware professional and the remainder 
support staff. · 

All Commission staff are civil service employees except for ~e 
Executive Director, who serves at the pleasure of the commission. 
The professional staff is split by geographical and policy 
functions. The Commission's former six districts have been 

·consolidated into two-- North coast (Ventura to Del Norte 
counties) and south coast (Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego 
counties), each having a District Director. These two districts 
are further divided into six area offices, each supervised by an 
Assistant District Director. The Commission's headquarters 
office.in San Francisco is divided under the policy categories of 
Enerqy and Ocean Resources, Geologic Review, and Land Use - San 
Francisco. 

The Commission's four remaining area offices are located in Santa 
cruz, Santa ·Barbara, Long Beach and San Diego. The 
organizational chart of Commission staff included as Appendix C 
and the geographical breakdown of the original six coastal 
districts included as Appendix D provide a full view of the 
structure of the commission staff and the breakdown of its 
responsibilities. 

Budget Resources 

The Governor's total budget request from the State tor the 
Commission for FY 1989-90 is $6,276,000, a 5% reduction from FY 
1988-89 and lass than the commission received in FY 1986-87, even 
without adjustment for inflation. The charts reproduced on the 
following pages reveal the magnitude of the budget reductions 
experienced by the Commission since 1977. Between 1977 and 1989, 
the Commission's budget was cut by over s•% in real dollars. 
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
state Fundinq, FY 1977-78 to FY 1989-90 

Budget 
(current dollars) 

Budqet 
(constant dollars) 

GOVERNOR'S 
REQUEST 1989-90 

ESTIMATED 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 
ACTUAL 

ACTUAL 

1988-89 
1987-88 
1986-87 
1985-86 
1984-85 
1983-84 
1982-83 
1981-82 
1980-81 
1979-80 
1978-79 

1977-78 

DOLLAR BUDGET GROWTH 

6,276,000 

6,604,000 
6,327,000 
6,290,000 
6,253,000 
6,268,000 
5,669,000 
6,564,000 
6,707,000 

• 71182,000 
6,191,898 
5,932,729 

7,186,892 

1977-89 (unadjusted) = $ - 910,892 

PERCENTAGE BUDGET GROWTH 
1977-89 (unadjusted) = - 12.7 % 

DOLLAR BUDGET GROWTH 1977-89 
(in constant 1977-78 dollars) 

PERCENTAGE BUDGET GROWTH 1977-89 
(in constant 1977-78 dollars) 

3,115,920 

3,409,917 
3,423,701 
3,535,694 
3,654,588 
3,817,296 
3,624,680 
4,399,464 
4,756,738 
5,486,631 
5,181,505 
5,467,953 

= $ - 4,070,972 

= - 56.6 % 

(Sources: Leg~slative Analyst, u.s. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis. Fiscal year deflator for 1977-1988 
= Implicit Price Deflator for State and Local Government 
Purchases of Goods and Services, calculated on fiscal year basis 
as average of two adjoining calendar years and indexed to 1977-78 
base year. Estimates of inflation used for subsequent fiscal 
years were 4.8% for 1988-89 and 4.0% for 1989-90.) 
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These cuts have had a major effect on the Commission's ability to 
carry out its duties under the Coastal Act. Commission staff has 
been cut from 210 in FY 1980-81 to the current 110· 
personnel-years. Its North Coast Office in Eureka wa.s closed in 
1985 due to budget reductions. 

The Governor appears to believe that he can speed up the LCP 
certification process by applying pressure to the Coastal 
Commission's budget. In fact, all evidence suggests that the 
opposite is true. To quote the Legislative Analyst, 

" over the last five years, contrary to the Governor's 
assumption, there has been no decrease in the 
Commission's workload. In fact, because of staff 
reductions, the commission's permit and LCP 
amendment workload per staff member has increased 
(and) the backlog of enforcement cases has qrown21 " 

21 Legislative Analyst, Analysis of the 1988-89 Budget Bill, 
February 1988, p. 384. 
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The .lack of commission staff availability to consult with local 
government on LCP development and the lack of incentives for 
localities to complete their LCPs in a timely manner are also key 
culprits in this delay. In our opinion, these budget reductions, 
rather than speeding up_the LCP certification process as the 
Governor says he intended, have contributed to the long delay in 
meeting this requirement of the Coastal Act. 

Technical Resources 

coastal Management requires access to a wide diversity of 
technical r€sources in considering the impact of various 
developmental projects and creating Land Use and Local Coastal 
Plans. The expertise required includes oceanography, geology, 
environmental protection and ecology, watershed management, 
transportation, fish and wildlife, agriculture, forestry, 
archaeology, water quality, hazardous and toxic materials, etc. 

In addition, knowledge of design and construction is vital to any 
planning organization. For example, development of the coastal 
zone includes such projects as highways, ports, marinas, 
ai~ports, seawalls, breakwaters, power plants, oil drilling 
platforms, refineries, natural gas terminals, mining facilities, 
sewage outfalls, as well as all industrial and residential 
projects. 

It is difficult if not impossible to have all of the expertise 
r~quired to deal with coastal development issues within the 
current professional staff of 54 employees. 

Workload 

Because of delays in the LCP certification process, staff 
cutbacks have meant a steadily increasing workload measured in 
agenda-items per personnel year: 

1982-83 
1988-89 

Professional 
Staff (PYs) 

71 
54 

Number of 
Agenda Items 

2,884 
2,784 

Agenda Items Per 
Personnel-Year 

(Note: The 1988-89 figure for agenda items is based on half-year 
data from July-December 1988 extrapolated to a full year. As 
permit activity, which currently constitutes the bulk of agenda 
items, usually increases between March and June, the 1988-89 
figures for both agenda items and agenda items per personnel-year 
may be understated) 
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• 

(Source: Legis1ative Analyst) 

The increase from 40.6 to 51.6 agenda-items per professional 
staff member represents a 27t increase in workload for these 
individuals. An additional factor which needs to be taken into 
account is that these figures include only items appearing on 
meeting agendas during the year. Much of the Commission staff's 
work never appears on any meeting agenda, for example, 
enforcement activities, technical assistance to local governments 
developing LCPa, and interaction with the federal government on 
coastal issues. 

The accelerating per-person workload outlined in the above data 
has contributed to an ongoing crisis-1ike atmosphere among the 
staff. The staff has ceased all long-term work planning and 
instead simply concentrates on trying not to fall further behind 
in its enormous permitting and amendment workload. This prevents 
the staff from conducting a number of co .. ission duties laid out 
in the Coastal Act, such as LCP reviews, public outreach and 
education, and long-term coastal research and planning. In 
general it creates an atmosphere of constant pressure in which 
quantity is valued more than quality due to the overwhelming 
workload. According to one member of the Commission's managerial 
staff, this in itself is a big contributor to the stress . 
experienced by staff, who believe "that we don't have the time to 
do the job with the quality and excellence we know we can ... 22 

Personnel Issues 

The Commission staff has experienced significant personnel 
turnover in recent years. A number of factors, including 
uncertainties about conti-nued employment, instability making it 
difficult to meet all of the goals of the Coastal Act, and stress 
imposed by the increasing workload on the remaining staff, have 
caused many experienced employees to leave. The staff dropped 
42t, from 188 to 110, over the past six years. stability in 
future staffinq resources is needed if efficiency and the quality 
of the work output is to be optimized. 

As the staff level at the Commission has dropped, receiving the 
optimal level of performance from every employee has become 
increasinqly critical. Every manaqer knows that a small staff 
cannot afford to carry any subpar performers. The loss of some 
of the better performers, coupled with the fact that day-to-day 
workload has prevented man~gerial staff·from carrying out 

22 Susan Hansch, Manager, Energy and Ocean Resources Unit, 
qu•..:ted by Larry Bauman in •roday'~-?.~ervis~, Decembc::-.·:-,.nuary 
1~88, p. 1(1. 
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performance appraisals and staff development plans, has only 
exacerbated this problem. 
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PINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our findings and recommendations are presented in the same forma~ 
as is used in previous sections of the report, with each heading 
in this section reflecting a heading from the body of the report. 
Specific findings and recommendations are underlined for 
emphasis, and recommendations have additionally been numbered for 
clarity. 

These findings and recommendations are presented as a 
comprehensive package for the consideration of the Executive 
Branch, the Leqialature and the coastal Commission. The 
interrelationship of the recommendations makes it vital that the 
recoJllJI\andations be implemented as a package in order to eliminate 
the deficiencies in the Commission's functioning. If the Coastal 
Commission is to fulfill its duties under the law, we believe 
that these steps must be taken as soon as possible. 

THE COASTAL ACT: GOALS AND FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION 

Role of Local Government - Local Coastal Programs 

Local Coastal Programs are the backbone of the coastal management 
structure set up by the Coastal Act. If that structure is to 
function effectively, steady progress must be made toward LCP 
completion. This has been attempted up until now without the aid 
of any incentives for local•government to prepare LCPs other than 
the simple requirement of the law that they do so. We believe 
that it is time to recognize that this approach has fai~ed, and 
that the localities who still have not completed LCPs need to be 
motivated to do so. 

The coastal Commission recently commissioned a study of possible 
LCP completion incentives from the consulting firm of 
Blayney-Dyett. Excerpts from their study are incl~~ed as 
Appendix E. We concur substantially with their fin.1ings and 
include what we consider to be the most useful elements in our 
recommendations below. 

(1) We recommend that the Legislature establish a r.ew target date 
ot January 1, 1991 for the completion of all LCPs by local 
government. (2) We recommend that the Legislature and the 
Commission implement a package of Incentives to motivate local 
governments which have not completed their LCPs to do so 
promptly. 

In the near term, these measures should include the following: 

(2a) • increase Commission permitting fees based on a policy 
of full cost recovery, with additional revenue 
reflected in an increase in the Commission budget to be 
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allocated to technical assistance to local governments 
preparing LCPs, and to enforcement; 

(2b) • increase technical assistance provided by Commission 
staff to local governments preparing LCPs, including 
responding to specific inquiries and requests for 
pre-submittal review and consultation; 

(2c) • extend from six months to one year the time within 
which a local government may accept modifications to 
its draft LCP suggested by the Commission without a 
re-hearing by the Commission; 

(24) • revoke entirely, or, in the alternative, extend from 90 
to 180 days the deadline for Commission action on LUP 
amendments proposed by jurisdictions without certified 
LCPs; 

(2e) · • eliminate the Commission's current obligation under the 
law to prepare any portion of an LCP at the request of 
a locality if the request is not made by June 30, 1990: 
eliminate the Commission's obligation to prepare zoning 
ordinances on request if such request is not 
forthcoming by June 30, 1990; and, allow newly 
incorporated cities in the Coastal Zone to request 
Commission assistance for 24 months after 
incorporation • 

• 
After the January 1, 1991 deadline the following measures should 
be implemented: 

(2f) • shift staff priorities to assist localities with 
start-up of permitting procedures and other aspects of 
LCP implementation, as well as processing of LCP 
amendments; 

(2g) • redirect commission grant assistance to local 
governments to give priority to work on LCP 
implementation and enforcemen~; 

(2h) • eliminate Commission cost reimbursements to localities 
for LCP planning, and require that localities submit 
LCPs by the deadline in order to qualify for 
reimbursement of permitting and other 
post-certification costs. 

A combination of incentives like this is vital if the Coastal 
Commission is to escape from the permitting treadmill on which it 
is currently trapped. While it is unfortunate that such measures 
are necessary to motivate certain local governments to carry out 
their duties under the law, it is apparent after twelve years of 
waiting for some areas to show a commitment to the completion of 
their LCPs that there is no alternative. 
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( 3) We also recommend that Coastal commissior. ana local 
government staff continue their cooperative efforts through means 
such as the coastal Forum described earlier in the text. 
Brinqinq toqether all the parties enqaqed in the process ot 
coastal manaqement is vital to developinq and maintaining the 
state-local partnership envisioned by the coastal Act. 

State and Federal Jurisdiction 

The Commission does not have any recommendatio~ for changes in 
the leqal framework qovarninq state-federal relaticns in ~he area 
of coastal manaqemant. However, we do take this opportunity to 
admonish both the Commission and its federal counterparts to 
recoqnize that the law binds their fates together in a symbiotic 
relationship. The Coastal Zone Management Act provides very 
spe~ific parameters tor this relationship and ~hose parameters 
should be respected and held to by both parties. The Commission 
commends both parties for the recent proqress n.ade !.n 

· establishinq a :aore harmonious state-federal relati-:mship, and 
urges both parties to continue their cooperativa efforts. 

Enforcement 

If LCPs are the backbone of the Coastal Act's coas~al management 
proqram~ then enforcement is the armor which protects this body 
of law. Enforcement of the Coastal Act is haphazard at best 
today. The lack of Coastal Commission staff resources dedicated 
~ this purpose has contributed to the huge backlog of violations 
cases. The backlog itself is most likely the tip of an iceberg 
of violations which could be uncovered if the commission had 
investigative personnel. 

An effective enforcement program at both th~ scate Commission and 
local government levels is absolutely essentia~ ~o carr;ing out 
the mandate of the ·coastal Act. If permits ar.~ !.CPs are net 
enforced, they miqht as well not exist. 

This Commission believes that changes are necessary in th1s 
respect in two key areas: the eoa•tal commissi~n·s enforceman~ 
budget, and its enforcement authority. · 

(t) With regard to the Commission's enforcement budge~, we 
recommend that the islature a ro riate additional funds for a 
fully-stafted Comm sa on enforcement Irovram, includini !n 
expanded enforcement unit at the Comm ss~on•s head off ce in san 
Francisco and at least one full-time enforcement staff person at 
each district office. Funding for enforcement staff should come 
from two sources, Increased permitting fees under-the LCP 
completion Incentives program outlined above( and new General 
FUnd monies appropriated specifically for th~s purpose. 
Fulfilling the requirements of the law in the most efficient 
manner possible requires added fundinq for enforcement. 
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(5) Once all LCPs have been completed, these new enforcement 
positions should change to part-time enforcement of Commission 
permits and part-time liaison with local government, in order to 
provide technical assistance and supervision to local enforcement 
programs. State assistance to and oversight of local enforcement 
programs will be an important element of follow-through to 
immediate efforts to create an effective Coastal Act enforcement 
regimen. 

The Commission should also be granted new enforcement authority 
in two key areas. (6) We recommend that the Coastal Commission 
be empowered both to issue cease and desist orders a~ainst 
suspected violations, and to impose fines and penalt~es against 
violators. The current system of filing complaints with the 
Attorney General allows too much time to go by between the 
discovery of a violation and legal action to halt it. During 
such delays entire hillsides can be graded away and whole 
wetlands filled. Time is of the essence where natural resources 
are threatened. In addition, allowing the Commission to take 
these actions by itself will reduce costs currently incurred by 
the Attorney General's staff and the courts in following up on 
violation reports from the Commission. · 

(7) Finally, we recommend that fines for Coastal Act violations 
be increased from the current range of $50 to $5,000 a day to 
$500 to $50,000 a day. Current fines are totally inadequate to 
the job of deterring most violators. Added funding resulting 
from increased fines should be dedicated to restoring coastal 
areas damaged by violations and any excess should be provided to 
the Coastal Conservancy to .aid in its restoration and mitigation 
projects. 

Guidelines and Regulations 

(8) The Commission should provide guidelines which minimize 
public frustrations in dealing with it. Guidelines should be 
21ear, uniform and easily available to the public, and Commission 
staff should be available for consultation to clarify questions 
about them. 

With regard to the dispute between the Commission and the Office 
of Administrative law regarding guidelines, we make no 
recommendation with the expectation that this issue will be 
resolved by the courts. 

Amendment Process 

The volume of LCP amendments has been of concern both for the 
added workload it creates and for the deterioration of Coastal 
Act policies some feel it invites. (9) We recommend that Coastal 
Commission staff meet as frequently as pract~cable with 
representatives of local government to consult on and review 
P2Ssible LCP amendments before they are formally proposed and 
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appear on an agenda. A greater emphasis on early interface 
regarding proposed amendments can reduce both the volume of 
amendments and the friction and frustration created by the parade 
of new amendments that bog down the Commission's agenda at 
virtually avery meeting. · 

In addition, as part of the package of LCP completion incentives 
discussed previously, (10) we recommend that the current 90-day 
deadline for Commission action on amendments to Land Use Plans in 
ur sd ct ons wh ch do not have cert f ed total LCPs be revoked 

ent rely, or, n the alternat ve, extended from 90 to at least 
180 days. The firs~ order of bus~ness for local government and 
the Commission should be the prompt completion, submission and 
certification of all outstanding LCPs. We believe it is 
inappropriate for the Commission to be reviewing amendments to 
portions of incomplete LCPs with so much work yet to be dona 
completing them. 

While sympathetic to concerns we have heard that some repeatedly 
proposed amendments compromise Coastal Act policies, we believe 
that an effective, independent-minded Coastal commission will 
deny amendments it would have denied as segments o~ an original 
LCP regardless of how many times the amendments are proposed. 
This concern implies a weakness to outside influence on the 
Commission's part which we seek to address throuqh our 
recommendations reqardinq the Commission's size, structure and 
membership qualifications. 

Coastal Resource Information Center 

The creation of a Coastal Resource Information Center, besides 
its many potential benefits as a clearinghouse for information on 
the coast and as a means of documentinq coastal policy, is a 
leqal requirement of the Coastal Act. (11) We recommend that the 
Legislature and the Executive Branch consult with the Coastal 
Commission regarding start~up and operational costs for the CRIC, 
and fund It in the PY 1989-90 and subsequent budgets. After the 
necessa;r materials and data have been assembled, we recommend 
that am nimum of 4.0 PYper year above and beyond existing· 
Commission staff levels be allocated to the eRIC on a permanent 
basis. 

Funding for this project should come from the General Fund if 
other sources of fundinq cannot be found. (12) However, we 
recommend that the Commission and the Legislature explore the 
following possible alternative sources of support for the CRIC: 

• the State Library in sacramento may have services 
andjor storage capacity available that could assist the 
Commission in assemblinq and maintaininq a 
computer-accessible database of coastal manaqement 
information; 
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• the recently-passed library bond initiative could 
provide financial assistance for the establishment of 
the CRIC if the Commission can find a city or county to 
"adopt" the CRIC as a part of its plans for library 
construction and expansion; 

• once the CRIC is operating, library use fees for 
private parties using the CRIC can help to defray 
costs. 

~ach of these options should be explored. Nevertheless, 
regardless of the source of funding, specific monies should be 
allocated by the Legislature for the purpose of establishing and 
operating a Coastal Resource Information Center. 

Public Information and Education 

The Coastal Commission must recognize the significance of this 
function in avoiding the frictions it sometimes encounters in 
dealing with the public. An agency with responsibilities as 
complex and fraught with controversy as the Coastal Commission's 
must make a truly exceptional effort at communicating with both 
the public and other elements of government. (13) We urge the 
commission and its staff to redouble its efforts at outreach to 
its constituents. (13a) Specifically, in keeping with the LCP 
complet1on 1ncentives recommended above, we recommend that 
increased technical assistance to local government be made 
available, and that every effort be made to respond to specific 
inquiries and consult in advance of LCP submissions. (13b) We 
also urge the Commission to continue and/or increase its -
participation in public forums and workshops, and to provide more 
assistance to the general public, including providing 
pre-approval consultation for complicated permitting issues. 
(13c) Finally, we recommend that the Commission consider the 
possibility of establishing a small advisory board of public 
information and education experts to lrovide advice and 
assistance in this area. The Commiss on must implement these 
klnds of changes if it hopes to reduce existing tensions with the 
public. 

Long-Term coastal Research and Planning 

We find long-term coastal research and planning to be the 
Commission function of the greatest long-term significance to 
carrying out its mandate under the coastal Act. If individual 
Commission decisions are to make sense to the public, and to make 
good policy as well, they must be drawn from a long-term planning 
context, and be well-supported by documented research. Research 
into the effects of such phenomena as the greenhouse effect, 
geological instability, and offshore energy extraction is 
necessary if the State is to make intelligent plans for the 
future of the coast. 
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current circumstances make it very difficult for the Commission 
to engage in this kind of long-range t~inking. The press of 
permitting requests, the absence of an informational database, 
and the overextension of staff resources due to budget reductions 
all drive the Commission toward simply coping with the crises of 
today rather than exploring the implications of changing 
conditions for the coast of tomorrow. (14) The other measures we 
outline in this report must be implemented and the LCP 
certification process moved ahead if the Commission is to be able 
to carry out this vital function. We urge their adoption and 
urge the Commission to dedicate staff resources to long-term 
researc~ and planning as they become available. 

If the other measures recommended herein are not implemented, 
then we recommend that the Legislature appropriate additional 
funds for the Commisalon for the specific purpose of supporting 
this vital aspect of ita mandate. 

Five-Year Review of LCPs 

We find that the current ·five-year LCP review and subsequent 
consultations between the Commission and local government are a 
useful method of pursuing the changes that will become necessary 
in existing LCPs over time. The current review process reflects 
a healthy reliance on the good will of both parties to listen to 
each other and agree on how to continua LCPs in compliance with 
coastal Act policies. 

However, this process has never bean put to the test because no 
five-year reviews have bean conducted to date. (15) Assuming 
that the other measures recommended in this report are 
implemented, as staff resources become available the Commission 
should direct them to resolving the backlog of five-year reviews. 

If the other measures recommended herein are not implemented, 
then we recommend that the Legislature appropriate additional 
funds for the Commission for the specific purpose of supporting 
this vital aspect of Its mandata. 

We also believe that the lack of a stronger five-year review 
power for the Commission endangers its ability to ensure that 
LCPs remain consistent with Coastal Act policies as time moves on 
and new circumstances arise. We note by way of reference that 
the original Coastal Plan called for a five-year review that was 
more of a recertification than a simple review, in that the 
Commission could mandata changes in LCPs to bring them into 
consistency with the Coastal Act and decertify plans which were 
not being enforced consistent with the Act. 

Recognizing the undesirability of rescinding preroqatives now 
residing with local government, as well as the positive aspects 
of the current cooperative review scheme, we do not at this time 
recommend adopting a recertification review. However, (16) we do 
recommend that, subsequent to any five year review, all deadlines 
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for Commission consideration of amendments to the reviewed LCP be 
waived until such time as the Commission finds that any 1ssues of 
consistency with Coastal Act policies raised by the five-year 
review have been resolved. This approach puts the Commission a 
step closer to being on equal footing with local government in 
terms of effecting changes in existing LCPs, without any threat 
of decertification being present. 

Other Functions 

The Commission's numerous permanent responsibilities, including 
hearing appeals from local decisions, reviewing federal 
activities for consistency with the coastal Act, enforcing the 
more than 65,000 permits issued by the Commission, and many 
others listed at Appendix B, require a long-term commitment of 
support from the State. The Commission. has been unable to 
fulfill a number of its statutory mandates due to steadily 
~eclining budget resources. We urge all concerned, both in the 
Executive Branch and in the Legislature, to recogn1ze the 
permanent nature of the Commission's statutory responsibilities, 
and to work together to develop a plan for the agency's future 
that will allow it to carry out all of its many duties under the 
law and carry them out effectively. 
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COMMISSION ORGANIZATION 

commission size and Structure 

We believe that the size and structure of the Coastal Commission 
hinders thouqhtful and consistent decision-makinq. In addition, 
we nota that other state boards and commissions involved in 
resources issues are aiqnificantly smaller, for example, the Air 
Resources Board with nine members and the Water Resources Control 
Board with five members. 

While we believe that the uniquely broad responsibilities of the 
Coastal Commission require that it have broad representation, we 
feel that the Collllllission•s size, with 12 ipart-time members and 12 
votinq alternates, is too unwieldy and invites inconsistency and 
poor decisions. In addition, we feel that the duties of 
commissioners are both too demandinq and too important to be 
undertaken on a part-time basis. 

Therefore, (17) we recommend that the Commission's size be 
reduced to nine members, that members serve on a full-time basis, 
and that alternates be·eliminated. Havinq concluded that the 
Commlaslon•s size needs to be reduced, our reasons for selectinq 
the number nine are primarily the preservation of the current 
equal distribution of appointments amonq the thre~ appointinq 
powers, and the establishment of an odd-numbered membership which 
will help avoid tie votes. More important than the number nine, 
however, is the principle of a lean, thouqhtful, policy-oriented 
Commission, an objective we pursue throuqh this and our other 
recommendations reqardinq the Commission's orqanization. 

Term of Commissioners 

The Commission finds that the concurrent two-year terms presently 
served by commissioners inhibits the vitality and independence of 
the Commission. (18) We recommend the adoption of the model 
au eated in the 1975 Coastal Plan: "Members of the Commission 
shall be appo nted for terms of four yaars ••• the terms for the 

Commission shall be sta ered to rovide continuit in the 
dec a on-mak ng process." 

Qualifications Criteria and Appointments Process 

We do not recommend chanqing in the current equal distribution of 
appointments between the Governor, the Assembly Speaker, and the 
Senate Rules Committee. However, (19) we strongly recommend 

• adopting the qualifications criteria for appointment to the 

23 Coastal Plan, op. cit., p. 186. 
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commission suggested by the 1975 Coastal Plan: "persons with a 
demonstrated ability and commitment to carry out the Coastal Plan 
(or Act)." Stringent adherence to this standard should go a long 
way toward preventing situations where the motives of 
Commissioners are questioned. 

While we do not believe that status as a local elected official 
should be a prerequisite for appointment to the Commission, 
particularly in view of the full-time nature of the Commission 
subsequent to our other recommendations·, we do encourage the 
consideration of individuals with experience in local government 
and city and county land use planning for appointment to the 
commission. 

(20) We also recommend the adoption of the provis.ions of the 1975 
Coastal Plan which call for Commissioners to be removable only 
"for cause." We believe that Commissioners' current status as 
"pleasure" appointments significantly hinders the independence of 
a body whose responsibilities make independent judgement vital. 

Taken together, these recommendations would help to distance the 
Commission from the political arena into which it has too often 
stumbled, and enact the framework for the Commission recommended 
by the original commission established under the public's mandate 
for coastal protection. 

Conduct and Ethics 

Action must be taken to restore public respect for and confidence 
in the Commission in the wake of recent controversies over 
fundraising by Commission members, conflicts of interest, and ex 
parte communications. 

To address the general issue of conduct and ethics, (21) ~ 
recommend that the Commission draw up and ado~t a code of conduct 
for commissioners, and that existing law barr1ng commissioners 
from participating in decisions materially affecting their 
personal financial position, or decisions where there is any tvpe 
of conflict of interest involved, be strictly enforced. 

With regard to fundraising, (22) we recommend that the 
Legislature enact er;ress limitat1ons on the ability of 
Commissioners to ra~e money for political lurposes. coupled 
with the other recommendations In this sect on, we hope that this 
will helv to insulate the Commission from any political 
distractions and influences which might have an affect on the 
Commission's implementation and enforcement of the coastal Act. 

With regard to ex parte communication, (23) we recommend that the 
Commission incorporate in its code of conduct language requiring 
disclosure of all communications between Commissioners and 
ind1viduals Wlth an interest in business before the Commission. 
While recognizing that ex parte communication has on occasion 
been helpful to achieving results consistent with the legal 
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requirements of the Coastal Act, we believe that the practice 
promotes a public perception of wrongdoing. 

Compensation 

(24) We recommend that commissioners, as full-time public 
servants, be compensated at a rate comiarable to full-time 
members of other state boards and coma salons. The breadth and 
slgnlt!cance of the eo..!aslon•s responsibilities justify and 
indeed demand that they be compensated commensurate with their 
duties. 

Commission Procedures 

Notwithstanding the budget pressures which have restricted the 
Commi.ssion • s flexibility, many of the Co1111ission' s practices have 
undermined the Commission's relations with its public users. 
(25) We urqe the Commission to make eveftY attempt within 
available resources to meet as required to complete business on a 
timely basis, with adegyate public notice, and with consideration 
given in scheduling agenda items to the location of apllicants to 
be heard at the meeting. In general, we urge the Comm salon to 
review its procedures and pay greater attention to the needs of 
its public audience in its operational decisions. 
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COMMISSION STAFF AND BUDGET RESOURCES 

Size and structure 

We defer on recommendations regarding the organization of 
Commission staff to the Executive Director of the Commission, to 
act as he will within the resources provided him by the state. 

Budget Resources 

We have above recommended increased funding for certain specific 
aspects of the Commission's duties. The reasons for this should 
be clear when viewing the drastic shrinkage of the agency's 
budget -- a 56.6% real reduction since 1977 -- and the broad 
responsibilities it carries under the Coastal Act. While we 
enumerate above and below a number of steps that the Commission 
should take to improve its efficiency, the bottom line is that at 
current resource levels, the Commission is unable to fully 
perform its duties under the law. Aside from defying the will of 
the public as·expressed by its continued strong support for the 
commission's goals, such budget restraints on this type of 
regulatory agency are not cost-effective. over the lonq run, 
redressing the adverse effects of poor planning and oversight of 
coastal development will cost the State much more than the few 
million dollars saved by cutting the Commission's budget in half. 

we believe that if the coastal Commission is to carry out its 
duties under the law in the most efficient and effective manner 
possible, some additional funding in support of its operations 
will be required. (26) At an absolute minimum, we recommend 'that 
the commission's funding be maintained at its 1988-89 level, with 
increases for inflation, until such time as all LCPs are 
completed and certified. More realistically, we recommend that 
supplemental funding, some o~ it from user fees as described 
elsewhere and some of it from the General Fund, be provided to 
the Commission earmarked for specific programs like technical 
assistance to local governments, enforc•ment, the coastal 
Resource Information Center, five-year LCP reviews, and long-term 
coastal research and planning. It is our belief that the measure 
of efficiency in meeting statutory mandates that these additional 
resources will provide for the Commission will over time offset 
any initial outlays. 

Technical Resources 

(27) We recommend that the Executive Director of the Coastal 
Commission fully utllize eXpertise alread~ available in other 
state and federal agencies to provide adv1ce and counsel in 

·technical areas. Universities and private research institutions 
can provide further technical resources. The development of the 
Coastal Resource Information Center can provide source 
information to help locate all kinds of technical resources to 
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support the commission staff in meeting its responsibilities for 
long-range coastal research and planning. Finally, (28) we 
recommend that the Commission explore the possibility of -
establishing an advisory board of experts to provide technical . 
expertise and backup. 

(29) We also urge the Commission staff to place greater emphasis 
on developing in-house technical expertise. While acknowledging 
the difficulty of this undertaking at • time when staff resources 
are .stretched to their limit, we urge the Commission to encourage 
development of in-house technical resources through training, 
information exchange among peers, and inter-agency staff loans. 

There is much we .do not,know about the ocean and our coastal 
lands and we need to exPand our knowledge and share what we are 
able to learn with others. 

Workload 

We make three recommendations reqardinq enhancing the 
commission's ability to deal with its workload. First, (30) ~ 
recommend that the Executive Director make greater efforts to 
prioritize the Commission's workload concentrating more 
resources on LCP development to aid in reducing the Commission's 
permitting workload. Second, (31) we recommend that the 
Commission devote staff resources to developing a · 
thoroughly-documented staff augmentation Iroposal for the 
consideration of the Governor and the Leg slature. Finally, the 
lndlcatlona are that statutory requirements are dictating much of 
the Commission's workload today. While acknowledging that the 
Governor has thus far demonstrated little sympathy for the 
Commission'• budget requirements, (32) we urge the Commission to 
make an all-out effort to make its case regarding the Inadequacy 
ot the Commission's budget to Its statutory duties to all 
concerned -- the Governor, the Legislature, and the public. 

Personnel Issues 

The Commission is fortunate to have a large number of hardworking 
and dedicated employees. The majority of its staff are a credit 
to the institution. Nevertheless, as in any organization, 
questions· arise about the performance of individual employees. 
To deal with questions regarding performance by individual 
Commission employees, (33) we recommend that the Executive 
Director car~ out a comprehensive performance evaluation of 
every Commiss1on employee. A program of personnel development 
and training should be designed for all employees. Recognition 
should be given to employees for good performance, and 
disciplinary action should be taken when an employee does not 
achieve acceptable levels of performance. This will provide the 
personal job satisfaction for each employee necessary to motivate 
and retain good people. 
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NOTES ON METHODOLOGY 

To the greatest extent possible this report was assembled from 
primary source materials. The Subcommittee spoke to numerous 
individuals involved in the Coastal Commission's work, both 
inside and outside the organization, with both past and present 
involvement. A wide variety of viewpoints about the Commission 
emerged from these discussions, and we have attempted to 
incorporate and respond to each of them. 

At its first meeting in Sacramento in March of 1988, ·the 
subcommittee was briefed by legislative staff on the history of 
the body of law which makes up our coastal management program, 
including discussion of the enactment and implementation of the 
coastal initiative and the Coastal Act. 

In May the Subcommittee met in San Francisco with the Chair and 
other members of the coastal Commission, and the Executive 
Director of the Coastal Commission and his deputy. Topics of 
discussion included the mechanics and status of the LCP 
certification process, Commissioners' feelings about how the 
Commission's work is conducted, and prospects for the future of 
the Commission. 

The Subcommittee met again in July in Los Angeles to personally 
observe a meeting of the Coastal Commission. After observing the 
morning session, the Subcommittee met with former and present 
Commissioners, and attorneys representing clients before the 
Commission. Each was encouraged to offer their perceptions of 
the problems they face dealing with the Commission from the 
inside and outside, and recommendations for changes in any aspect 
of the Commission's functioning. 

Meeting in San Francisco in September, the Subcommittee heard 
comments and recommendations regarding Commission reforms from 
former members of the Commission staff, representatives of 
environmental and citizens• groups appearing before the 
Commission, and the Commission's enforcement staff. The 
Subcommittee was also able to meet at that time with a 
representative of the federal Office of Ocean and coastal 
Resource Management to discuss the Commission's relations with 
the federal government. 

Members of the Subcommittee and staff spoke with numerous other 
individuals involved in the Commission's activities, and received 
extensive documentation from the Commission regarding its 
history, functioning and organizational structure. In addition, 
members of the Subcommittee attended the Coastal Forum held in 
September 1988 and visited Commission district offices in Santa 
Cruz and Long Beach. 

Finally, extensive secondary source research was done for media 
coverage of Commission activities, legal background on the 
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cosmiasion•a statutory mandate, and the makeup and duties of 
other state boards and commissions. 

• 
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PERMANENT RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COASTAL COMMISSION 

The california Coastal Commission was created to administer the 
state's coastal management program, pursuant to the 1976 Coastal 
Act. Proposition 20 (the 1972 Coastal Initiative) and the 1975 
California Coastal Plan both envisioned the need for a permanent 
state coastal management agency which would continue after all 
local coastal programs (LCPs) have been fully certified and local 
governments have assumed coastal permit issuing responsibilities. 
The following are brief descriptions of the major permanent 
functions, including those mandated by law and those delegated to 
the Commission. 

1) REVIEW OF AMENDMENTS TO LCPs, PORT MASTER PLAN, UNIVERSITY 
LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN, AND PUBLIC WORKS PLANS: All 
amendments to any of these plans must be·reviewed and approved by 
the Commission before they can take effect (Public Resources Code 
Sections 30514, 30716, and 30605). 

2) PERMIT APPEALS: Certain local government and port 
district coastal permit actions may be appealed to and must be 
acted upon by the Commission (PRC Sec. 30519(a) and (b), 30603, 
and 30715). 

3) COASTAL PERMITS: All new development proposed on tidal 
and submerged·lands, and other public trust lands, must receive a 
permit from the Commission (PRC Sec. 30519(b), 30416(d) ). 

4) FEDERAL ACTIVITIES: All federal activities, including 
permits, that affect coastal resources must be reviewed by the 
commission for consistency with the coastal Act (PRC Sec. 30330, 
30400). 

5) OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS: The Commission is responsible for 
reviewing oil and qas exploration and development on the outer 
continental shelf, for consistency with the California Coastal 
Management Program (CCMP). The Commission is empowered with this 
responsibility by the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA). 
The Commission has permit review authority over oil and gas 
development on state lands and is required to work with the 
Governor and other agencies on offshore oil transportation and 
refining issues (PRC Sec. 30008, 30330, 30265, 30265.5). Tanker 
terminals, refineries, oil and gas proposals and other energy 
development are also regulated by the Commission (PRC Sec. 30260, 
30263). 

6) PUBLIC ACCESS: The commission retains responsibility for 
the implementation of the public coastal access program, • 
including keeping records of easements and dedications, 
maintaining an access inventory, and assisting with opening new 
accessways for public use (PRC Sec. 30530, 30534). The 
Commission must also publish and periodically update a Coastal 
Access Guide for public use (Ch. 868, Stats. 1979). 
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7) ENFORCEMENT: The Commission must continue to enforce the 
conditions of its permits and other provisions Qf the Coastal 
Act. {PRC Sec. 30802, 30803, 30822). 

8) LCP RBVIEWS: The Commission must review the 
implementation of each LCP at lease every five years {PRC Sec. 
30519.5). 

9) COASTAL RBSOURCBS IBFORMATIOH CBNTBR: The Commission is 
required to establish and maintain a centralized data center on 
coastal resources for public and private usa (PRC Sec. 30343). 

10) GUIDB TO COASTAL RBSOURCBS: The Commission must prepare 
and publish a Guide to Coastal Resources for public use (PRC Sec. 
30344). 

11) WABTBWATBR TRBATMBHT WORK~: The Commission must review 
coastal wastewater treatment plant·s (PRC Sec. 30412 (c) ) • 

12) RBSTORATIOH OP WBTLAKDS: The Commission must work on and 
promote wetland restoration (PRC Sec. 30231, 30233, 304ll(b), and 
30607.1). 

13) LOCAL GOVBRHMBHT COSTS: The Commission must review all 
local government cost claims against the Sta~e resulting from 
coastal Act duties and must make grant to locals (PRC Sec. 30350, 
30555, 30340.5). 

14) KI8CBLLaKBOU8 OTKBR DUTIB8 

• 
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A REPORT TO TilE CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION ON 
INCENTIVES FOR COMPLETION OF LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS 
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Blayney-Dyett, Urban and Reaiooal PlallDers 

George R. Steffes Associates, Legislative Advocates 
Emerson cl Associates 

September 30, 1988 

This publication was prepar~ with financial assistance 
from the U.S. Office of Ocean and Coastal Management, 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, under 
the provisions of the Federal Coastal Management Act 
of J9n, as amended, and from the California Coastal 
Commission under the provisions of the California 
Coastal Act of 1976. 



~XECUTI\'E SUMMARY 

Seven years after the LCP submittal deadline established by the Coastal Act. 
only S7 percent of California's 70 coastal cities and counties have assumed 
coastal development permit-issuina authority. The remainder. 29 cities and 
counties, are in varyina stales of LCP preparation. It has become painfully 
obvious that the oriaiDal requirements of the Act were insufficient to impel LCP 
completion. 

The accompanyin& volume is the final report of a three-month study of ineen- · 
lives for completion of Local Coastal Planning. The objectives of the project 
are to recommend iacentive proarams includina a revised schedule for completion. 
ud to present dral't Jeaislation to implement the recommendations. Our recom
mendations are based on cue studies in 13 coastal jurisdictions, a review of 
proarams in seven other coastal states, interviews with Commission starr ud 
members of the Commission, ud our undentandina of the history of local coastal 
plannina in California. A memorandum discussina our recommendations was re
viewed by the Commission at its September meetina. The body of the report in· 
corporates responses from the Commission as well IS other reviewers, including 
staff of the state leaislative committees, the League of California Cities, and 
the County Supervisors Association of California. 

We hope that interested readers will refer· to the body of this report for de~ 
tails on the case-study results, a thorouah discussion of recommendations, and 
draft Jeaislation for the implementation of the recommeadations. 

OVERVIEW OF 11IE CASE snJDIES 

Natioeal Experience. Blayney-Dyett's survey of other states' experiences with 
local coastal plannina shows that proaram requirements, compliance and incen
tives vary widely. In Connecticut and New York, local plans are entirely vol
untary. In Maine; only a zoning ordinance is required. In Oregon and Florida. 
however. coastal planning is required IS part of mandatory comprehensive plans. 
North Carolina mandates plans for counties, but not for cities. Maryland and 
New Jersey require plans and impJementina reaulatiou for the Chesapeake Bay and 

· Pinelands areas. 

The types of incentives and disincentives used differ as dramatically as the 
programs. Maine, North Carolina. Florida, Washington. and Maryland will all 
impose required plaas and regulationS on jurisdictions that fail to put their 
own proarams into place. Oreaon and Florida wiD place a moratorium on de
velopmeDt permits arid withhold revenues from noncomplying jurisdictions. Sev
eral stat~ althouah interested iD using incentives, have not yet developed 
any. 

Our research sugaests a common set or three approaches to incentives: ( 1) tech
nical assistance; (2) fundiaa; and (3) local control. Most states contacted 
rely heavily on the provision of technical assistance. In this respect, Cali
fornia appears to offer assistance at a level comparable to, if not exceedina. 
o1her states. Lack of funding is a universal complaint. Generally. using the 
desire for local control IS an incentive -- throuah the transfer of permit-
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issuing authorit)' and consistency requirements -- has proven far more compli
cated than apparently was anticipated originally. In some cases, as in Maine, 
state planners believe that any state program regardless of purpose is viewed as 
suspect.. In others, state "interference• is welcomed because it allows the lo
cal authority to abdicate its responsibility and let a state body take the blame 
for a difficult and, perhaps unpopular, decision or plan. 

The most common sanctions for noncompliance with coastal planning requirements 
are to impose state-initiated regulations and plans, to impose moratoria on de
velopment, and to withhold funds. In most states that withhold funds, only 
planning funds are denied. In Florida and Oregon, however, a range of state 
revenue-sharing funds may be withheld. In three instances, Oregon has not only 
banned permits, but has actually withheld revenues as well. New York would 
rather not deny planning funds, but is considering tying funding for waterfront 
revitaliZation and park acquisition to participation in its voluntary program. 

The case studies examined the coastal programs of other states and also the 
federal clean air and water programs, which also employ collaborative, in
tergovernmental planning efforts. Success is generally predicated on (I) having 
clear goals and time limits. preferably with funding availability tied to 
achievement of these; (2) an open, flexible, and lengthy process in which no 
formal rejection of a program becomes necessary; and (3) good rapport among the 
involved parties, so that polarization and confrontation are avoided. I 

Discussion of·each of the state programs is in Section 2 of the Fino./ Report. 
This report includes a list of people who were contacted. and an annotated 
bibliography. Appendix B contains a compendium of legislation and guidelines. 

Califom.ia Case Studies. The case-study jurisdictions are varied in terms of 
location, size, major coa5tal planning issues, and LCP status. Of the locali
ties studied. five (Arcata, Sonoma County, Long Beach, San Diego, and Ocean
side) have complete or near-complete LCPs. The jurisdictions studied are: 

Arcata 
Sonoma County 
Half Moon Bay 
City of Monterey 
Seaside 
Redondo Beach 
Santa Monica 
Long Beach 
Newport Beach 
Laguna Beach 
San Oemente 
Oceanside 
San Diego 

I William Matuszeski. •Managing the Federal Coastal Program: The Planning 
Years; Journal of the American Planning Association. 51,3 (Summer 1985): 
273. 
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We interviewed staff in local jurisdictions and met with staff in the Commis
sion's District offices to learn about their experiences in coastal planning, 
major coastal issues. and reasons for completion or non-completion of the LCPs. 
As miaht ~ expected, many reasons for non-completion were reported. Most peo
ple interviewed pointed to a number of issues that have slowed the process 
rather than one overridina reason for delay. Tbe four categories of causes for 
delay which appear most sianificant are: 

Staffina and fundina. Problems cited include turnover in staff responsible for 
coastal plannina (San Clemente. Arcata, Half Moon Bay). and insufficient fund
ina for completion of coastal plannina (Monterey). The problem or staff turn
over araues in favor of expediting LCP completion; the more drawn-out planning 
proarams become, the more likely staff changes are. While staffing was often 
pointed to as a problem, opinions reaardina fundina were more irregular, with 
some staff people noting that fundina has definitely not been the cause for de
lay. 

Conflicts with Commjssjon or Commission Staff/Disagreement with Reguiremenss 
of the Coastal Act. Many cities that point to prior delay because of substan
tive disaareements have aotten past early stumblina blocks. Several cities, 
includina San Clemente and Newport Beach, had objections to the Coastal Act•$ 
affordable-housing requirements, which are now deleted. Conflicts ·have caused 
e"tended delays followina certification with suagested modifications in Redondo 
Beach, ·Monterey and Santa Monica. ID several instances, local staff indicated 
dissatisfaction with the inflexibility of suaaested modifications, as well as 
insufficient communication with Commission staff. 

Lack of Incentjve to Make Coastal Planning a Local Priority. In numerous ju-
. risdictions, the LCP has aot been sufficiently important to make it to the top 
of the aaenda of a busy plannina department. Some. such as Laguna Beach, re
port that the LCP process was slowed because of other controversial issues in 
the city. Others are satisfied with the job done by the Commission (Redondo 
Beach and Newport Beach). Still others, with relatively little development in 
th~ Coastal Zone, see the LCP process as a tremendous effort for relatively 
little payoff (Arcata). Several individuals mentioned that the lac:k of a con
stituency which advocates coastal pluning results in its low priority. In many 
cases. changes in the composition of the City Council has set back the LCP 
process. On the other hand, a positive development m terms of the general 
climate for coastal planning is lllustnted by the City of San Diego. which will 
assume permit-issuina authority this October. City staff and Commission staff 
agree that the primary impetus for completion in San Diego emerged from a 
political atmosphere that is aenerally more favorable to planning. If interest 
in other planning controls, such as arowth-manaaement programs, is an indicator. 
other southern California localities can be expected t() plac:e areater emphasis 
on coastal planning in the near-term. 

Delav in CommissiOn Resoonse/Lack of Technical Assistance from Commission 
S1a((. Delay iD action by the Commission is cited by San Clemente and Santa 
Monica u among the factors that slowed the overall process. Seaside apparently 
anticipates an extended period of time before Commission review is completed, 
and has not submitted its implementation program for certification. although th~ 
ordinances have be~n adopted by the City and are in effect. 
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I Still other cities emphasized that the original LCP deadline was unrealistic, 
especially for large jurisdictions, such as San Diego, or for cities accustomed 
to particularly high levels of public participation. such as Santa Monica and 
Laguna Beach. 

SUMMARY OF R.ECOMMENDATIONS 

Our recommendations integrate four approaches: 

J. Provision of targeted funding and technical assistance until the scheduled 
deadline for completion; 

2. Establishment of a deadline for completion that is challenging yet realis
tic -- December 31, 1991 for proper Phase m submittals; 

3. Following the deadline, a change in priorities for funding and technical 
assistance to focus on post-certification activities; and 

4. Institution of punitive measures that will be activated following the 
deadline. 

These approaches were selected from a variety considered during the study. They 
best fit the current picture of local coastal planning presented by the case 
studies. Table A shows the progress of LCP preparation in the 29 jurisctictions 
that do not have certified total LCPs. This illustrates our belief that the 
greatest need is to facilitate submittal and certification of LCPs for juris-
dictions that are actively engaged in coastal planning, which represent 80 
percent of the localities with incomplete LCPs. 

\\'e are optimistic about the potential success of the proposed package of incen
tives. Of the various problems cited in our interviews with local staff, many 
have been overcome. Resolution of areas of disagreement with the Commission 
have led to submittal of LUPs for all but five segments. Based on prior expe
rience, we believe the factors most likely to cause further delay are: sign if
icant turnover in local Council and staff turnover; certification with suggested 
modifications that are unacceptable as ·stated; delay in Commission action; and 
lack of substantiated reasons for making LCP completion a high priority. Our 
recommendations, summarized in Table B, respond to these specific concerns. 
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The Coastal Act, as written, presumes that the desire for local control over 
coastal plannina and development approvals is sufficiently strong to impel com
pliance with LCP requirements. However, experience has proven otherwise: more 
than seven yean after the oriainal 1981 deadline for submittal of LCPs, six 
jurisdictions have no land-use plans; and another 23 have certified land-use 
plans. but only for pan of their territory, Ieavins seaments or areas for later 
preparation and cenification. Phase lll of the LCP process remains incomplete 
in 33 jurisdictioni (as of March 1, 1988). 

This volume is the final report of an intensive. three.;.month study of the status 
of Local Coastal Plans in California's coastal jurisdictions. The study's pri-
mary objectives are to propose (1) an incentives packaae for LCP completion, and 
(2) a revised schedule that will serve as a realistic framework for the program. 
Draft leaislation accompanies incentive proposals. The incentive programs that 
were considered have included: leaislative initiatives; changes to the Commis
sion's administrative regulations; and alterations in the priorities for funding 
and allocation of Commission staff time. We believe no single incentive is ap
propriate for all coastal jurisdictions because of their wide-ranging charac
teristics, circumstances, political penpectives and plannina histories. 
Therefore, we propose a packaae that offen a variety of incentives which, we 
believe, will be effective when combined with a- new deadline for completion. 

Prior to publication of tiUs Final Report, our recommendations were reviewed 
by the Coastal. Commission, as well as staff members of several legislative com
mittees and oraanizations, including the League of California Cities and the 
County Supervisor's Association of California. Their comments are included, as 
appropriate, in the body of this report. 

--- ---------------- -- ·--- ---------- ..... --... ~. ~ 

VEY OF ALL COASTAL JURJSDicnONS _/ i 
·""" I . _.r i 

The projeCt.. aan with a survey of all coastal jurisdictions. We surv~d the ! 

cities and cou · s to identify the status of LCPs aDd to identify factors that I 
; appeared to be co lated with success or failure of LCP comp)etion. First, all 
l jurisdictions were gro~ into four categories, based on LJ;fi' status, as fol-
jlows: · ... , ..... 

"'- .. 1. Full or Near-Full Com~on; -- _.,. 
,. .. .~· 

2. Sisnificant Completion of P~~fi: but not Phase Ill; 

3. Partial Completion of ~·II and;~; ·Pt.a.e Ill; 

4. Significantly ~te. •• .. ·· •.•. 
,.. . ..•. 

·Category I, •Full .,..Near-Full Completion,• includes jurisdictionS'--~at have 
certified land- e plans and implemenration proarams even if they Ji~"'- one or 
more Are of Deferred Certification (ADCs). Because ADCs do not in nee the 
granti of permit-issuing authority or the acceptance of completed plans b e 
fe I government, this project considered LCPs complete even if ADCs remain · 
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IV. CONSULTANT RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section of the report presents nine recommendations that we believe will 
encourage completion of LCPs in a timely fashion. This will call for an orderly 
transfer of authority over coastal development permits to local governments.3 
Some other possible incentives proposed by our reviewers are described follow
ing the discussion of the principal recommendations. 

Recom~MndDliM No. 1. Increase. coastal permit fees charged by the Commission 
to a level of f:.:/1 cost recovery. Exempt permits for single-family dwellirrgs 
(both new construction. and alterations and additions) from fee increases. 

These measures would require amending Article 4, Section 13055 of the Com
mission's Administrative Regulations. and revising existing law concerning. the 
funding of the Commission. 

Discussion. Article 2, Section 30620(c) of the Coastal Act specifies that "the 
Commission may require a reasonable filing fee and the reimbursement of expenses 
for the processing by the regional commission or the commission of any applica
tion for a coastal development permit: 

We believe that a "reasonable filing fee• is one which meets the full costs of 
processing that filing. The current fee schedule sets fixed amounts, ranging 
from S25 to S2,SOO, which fail to pay the full cost. The Commission's 1987-88 
budget included S2.1 million (32.7 person years). The number of permits pro
cessed was 2,529, resulting in an average cost of $830. By contrast, permit 
revenue during the year was $150,000 -- an average of $59 per permit. 

Increasing the cost of permitting by the Commission would act as an indirect 
incentive to LCP completion. _If charges were based on actual costs and compa
rable to those imposed by localities, local developers would be more likely to 
pressure governments to complete their LCPs and assume permit-issuing authority. 
An obvious additional benefit would be the ability of the Commission's per
mitting activity to become self -supporting. The Legislative Analyst recognized 
this and wrote: •coastal permit fees charged by the Commission should be in
creased to make this program self -financing and to provide adequate staffing• 
(Analysis of the 1988-1989 Budget Bill, p. 385). 

Currently. the Commission does not receive permit fees di-rectly; the fees con
tribute to the State General Fund. Increasing permit fees could be viewed as a 
way of making the Commission's activities increasingly self -supporting. Alter
natively, funds now used to subsidize permitting services could be applied to 
other incentive programs or to implementation programs. 

3 Draft legislation to implement recommendations that require a change in the 
Coastal Act is included in Appendix A. 
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Comments and Case-Study Experieoce. Su.ft f;om i1umerous jurisdictions report 
that their fees are base:! or. full cost r'!co,·ery /"ewport Beach. Redondo Beach. 
Santa Monica. San Clemente). Others have i·rl<!acated that fees genera!ly reflect 
more than half, but not an. the processing costs (Sonoma County. City of San 
Dieao).4 While several intervjewees indica[ed that hiaher coastal permit fees 
would not sianificantly affect local citizens or developers. at ieast one 
thought a sianificant increase in fees for state-mandated services wot.:id be un· 
reasonable. Consultants to the stata legislative committees. whom we inter
viewed, aenerally supported this re.:omm.-!odation. Participants at September's 
•coastal Forum• sponsored by the League of California Cities (LCC) and the 
County Supervisors' Association of California (CSAC} supported this recommen
dation but suaaested inclusion of a cap on fees. to be established by form'Uia. 

R«omtMndalior~ No. 2. Through December .il. 1991. technical assistance provided 
by Commissio11 staff at the di.ftrit'! a'fri s•:::uwide ll'vels sh.,uld placl!. increased 
emplrasis on: 

Responses 10 specific mqt..:tr~l'> :::ttd r~~quests for ass:suvu:e. for example. 
regarding required component.'> of the LCP. ·models of impil'me'ltation pro
grams: 

Pre-submillal sla/1 re11iew cf Phas£' IIi JtJc:umem.s. followed by work with 
local stflf/. emplw.si:ing. to the extent possible. flex.ibilit.v in making 
Mtded reYisions: 

Personal contacl wuh locat s1a{j prior IIJ rl'lease of staff re{l{)rts on 
submittflls: 

Timely follow-up in •hcse:· casts r.·here plan'> are certified •t'tlh suggested 
modijicaJions; and 

Personal contact with .~t:.s/f mui monitnring nf !..CP progres( in ·new[)• in
corporated citie<. 

After December Jl. N'tJJ (:he rec1.m.tl1,nded di.'c.dlint' j(Jr LCP subnJr:ial). stajf 
priorities should shijt !O msis1ing [,?NJiiti!''* with star1-up of permit:ing 
procedures 1J11d olht;·r as1,el't.f of LCP t·rtplemcnuuion. as well as processing LCP 
amendments. 

This recommendaJion would not r:equir.• legislative amendments or amendmenrs 
to the Commission's Adminiszratht Regulatil'ns. 

Discussioa. The le-vel and type C'·f assbt.m•. e offered to localitie-; tl} Commis
sion staff bas, in numerous cases. be<!n a iTI3JOr factor in rhe .:l,mplttion or de-
lay of LCJI's. All the measures recommended above have been the rr:1ctice of some 
staff members. However, technical assistance has not been systematic and con
sistent from location to location within or between district ofiices. 

------- ---··-----·····-· ···--. 

4 Some sample ft!~ sch~ •. Ltles ar!~ in~:lud~d in Appendi' E. 
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We recommend Commission staff activities focus on assisting in the completion 
of LCPs. We believe the availability of Commission staff assistance for a lim
ited period of time only will assist local staff and City Council members in 
advocating to make LCP completion a priority. 

Pre-submittal review is especially important because of the very poor completion 
record of jurisdictions which have had submittals certified with suggested mod
ifications. 

While our recommendations relating to technical assistance do not directly re
quire any legislative initiatives, they may demand the commitment of additional 
staff resources. Recommendation No. 4 is designed to make available some addi
tional staff time. It is currently unclear whether reallocation of staff ef-
forts would be sufficient to provide the level of technical assistance we 
believe is needed. 

Comments ud Case-Study Experieuce. While representatives of some jurisdictions 
(San Clemente, Half Moon Bay) identified, in our interviews, needs for specific 
technical assistance. others had general comments that led us to make these 
recommendations. Several individuals emphasized that collaboration with Com
mission staff came too late in the process. A frequently heard comment was that 
more flexibility and early consultation would be preferable to lengthy staff 
reports and detailed suggested modifications. "Coastal Forum" participants 
strongly supported increased technical assistance, emphasizing early collabora-
tion between localities and commission staff. One specific area of assistance 
identified by reviewers was the development of maps to aid implementation. 

R~commendmion No. J. Extend from six months to one year the time within which 
a locality may accept suggested modificmions without a re-hearing b.v the Com
mission. 

·This recommendation would require amendment to Section 13542(b) of the Commis
sion's AdministrtJliYe RegultJlions. 

Discussioa. In many jurisdictions, suggested modifications to LUPs and/or im
plementing programs have included policies which were the focus of considerable 
controversy. The choice of local governments to resubmit altered documents 
rather than accept the suggested modifications has resulted in years of delay in 
some cases. Our recommendations for technical assistance are designed to help 
avoid this problem. However, we suggest granting a time extension for accep
tance of the modifications to provide sufficient opportunity for consideration 
of the modifications. and local action when it is necessary. We understand that 
in two recent cases, resubmittals required a full Commission re-hearing when a 
longer time period for acceptance could have prevented the need for a 
resubmittal. This recommendation could free staff time for other work because a 
Commission report for the re-hearing would not have to be prepared. Our re
viewers generally supported this recommendation. 
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R~coml'l'tiN:llllitNt No. 4. Extend tire dead/me for Com,ussion action o" amendmert:> 
to Ltl11d Use Plans of jwrisdictions withow certified total LCPs to 180 daj:s un
less the amendments Q/'t submitted concurrently with a Phase Ill Implementation 
Program. 

This recommendation would require amendment 10 Section JJ555( b' ,._r the Com
mission's Administrative Regulations. 

Discussion. Cur:~rady, amendment processing is subject to the same 90-day limit 
as LUPs and 60-day limit for LCPs that is in force for Commission action on 
submittals. Our recommendation has two primary objectives. Fint, it will free 
staff time for priorities identified in Recommendation No. 2. Second, it will 
demonstrate the Commission's commitment to assisting those localities that wish 
co complete their LCPs rather than spend additional time on LUP amendments. 

Section 13SSS(b) of the reaulations would have to be amended in order to im
plement this recommendation. The revision would retain the Commission's obli
gation to act within the current statutory time limits in cases where amendments 
are proposed by jurisdictions with certified total LCPs and b)' jurisdictions 
requestina certification of an implementation proaram, but extend the deadline 
for jurisdictions without a certified LCP. 

Commeab aacl Case-Study Experience. This recommendation is bas~d largely on 
comments by Commission staff. Consultants to the state legislative committ~es, 
whom we interviewed. stressed the need to aJlow for timely action on LUP am
endments that may be needed to complete an implementation program. In its 
comments on the consultant recommendations, the City of Los Angeles suggested 
that revocation of the deadline should only apply to "the coastal community" 
(segment) where a certified LCP does not exist. We believe this r~striction may 
be reasonable. 

Reviewers were generally wary of increasing ('ommission· review time. especially 
as slow· responses arc perceived as having oe~n impediments to compietion in the 
past. Further, it is felt that LUP amendmt"nts are often necessary if implemen
tation programs are to accurately reflect current city polici~. 

R«tJmiiWndllliDII Nt~. 5. Eliminau the Commission's obligQiions to prepare anr 
portion of an LCP at tlw reqwst ol a localiiJ' under Section 30500 if thaz re
quest is not made by July I. /990. Eliminate the .obligalion w prepare LCP
implementing ordinances under Section 30600.5( g) if not r~quesred ~Y June 30. 
1990. Allow newly incorporated C'itie.t in the Coastal Zone to request Commissio!l 
assistance within 24 months of incorporation. 

This recommendation would require amendment to the Coastal AC't tn noted abo,·e. 

Discussion. Current law allows juri:idic:ions !o reque-s: th~ (\"'lrr.ntissi,,n to ,..rit~ 
LUPs ana LCP ordinances for them. To da[e. only the County of Mendocim""~ and 
the cities of Eureka •. Fort Bragg. Marina. Pacific Grove. and Capuol3 have don~ 
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so. This recommendation would require localities to determine well in advance 
of the submittal deadline how the LCP preparation is to be completed. The De~ 
cember 1989, and June 1990 deadlines for requests would stagger the now of in
coming work and allow the Commission adequate time to perform its mandated 
duties. 

A variation on this recommendation, suggested by the Consultant to the Assembly 
Local Government Committee, would be to allow local jurisdictions to continue to 
request Commission assistance after July l, 1990, as long as they paid for Com
mission staff time. The consultants to the state legislative committees, as 
well as League and CSAC representatives, generally supported this recommenda
tion. 

RecommendDlion No. 6. Require all jurisdictions to properly submu Phase II 
and Phase Ill documents to the Commission by December Jl. 1991. Require new/J· 
incorporated cities in the Coastal Zone to properly submit total LCPs within JO 
months from the daJe of incorporation. 

This recommendation would require amendments to Sections 30517.5 and 30517.6 
of the Coastal Act. 

Discussion. The original submittal schedule required land-use plans to be sub
mitted by September 1. 1983; a 1983 amendment to Section 30517.3 extended the 
deadline to January J. 1983. The deadline for submittal of zoning ordinances 
and other implementing actions is January I, 1984 (Section 30S I 7 .6). While the 
original deadline appears unrealistic in retrospect, the magnitude of the delay 
experienced could not have been anticipated. We believe establishing a new 
deadline will be effective only in concert with the other implementation mea
sures proposed. Experience has demonstrated that the deadline alone is insuf
ficient in encouraging compliance. 

Implementation of this recommendation would require amendment to Section 
30SJ 1.S, Schedule for Submission of Land Use Plans, and to Section 30517.6. Date 
to Submit Zoning Ordinances and Other Implementing Actions. In order to sim
plify the schedule, we recommend one deadline for proper submittal of the total 
LCP (this recommendation also reflects the (act that only five jurisdictions 
have not yet submitted an LUP.) •proper submittal• would be described as in 
Section 13520 of the Commission's Administrative Regulations. 

Com.mencs aad Case-Study Experience. While Santa Monica. San Diego and Laguna 
Beach cite lengthy public-participation processes as a factor in delay. in far 
more jurisdictions it appears there was simply an absence of incentives to com
pletion. as discussed in the Overview of Case Studies. 

Consultants to state legislative committees support this recommendation. Sup
port was also indicated at the Coastal Forum. with an· emphasis on the 
Commission•s obligation to define a •minimum acceptable plan•, perhaps through 
use of a model LCP. The City of Los Angeles has commented that LCPs for 
five of the seven remaining segments are not expected to be completed before 
the deadline. The City indicates that advance funding for coastal planning ac
tivities mighl expedite completion. 
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R«oml'lt.ttnda.tion No. 7. Change the llWI.ilability of funds after Dect~nber J 1. 
1991. as follows: 

- Give priority to allocAtion of grant funds for Phase IV and Phase Y proj
ects,· 

- Elimina.te mJUida.ted cost l'timbursements for LCP planning,· and 

- Require thlll localilies submit their LCPs by the stazutory dead/me in or-
der to be eligible for the mandazed cost reimbul'sement for permiuing ac
tivities following certificaJion. 

The second and third measures would require the amendment of Sections JOJ40.5 
and JOJ~0.6 of the CoD.Stal Act. 

Discussion. The intention of this recommendation is to institute a funding 
system that reinforces the Commission's policies on LCP completion. It is two
sided. makin& funds available for planning prior to the submittal deadline, and 
removins funds after the deadline. 

To date. the Commission has adopted funding priorities that resulted in allo
cating srant funds principally to planning and permitting projects. The first 
measure proposed would chanse the emphasis to implementation projects. This 
change would (l) reflect the prosress of the coastal program as a whole: (2) 
reward those jurisdictioas that have completed; ud (3} concentrate limited fi
nancial ntSOW'CeS where the chance of success has been proven sreatest. · 

The second measure recognizes that it is unreasonable to reimburse jurisdictions 
for state-mandated actions if, after a reasonable period, the jurisdictions have 
not performed those mandated duties. The 1991 sunset date ensures that there 
will be reasonable time to act, even for those jurisdictions which have so far 
failed to do so. For our case-study jurisdictions. during the period 1976-87, 
the total amount reimbursed ranses from S904 for Seaside to S 182,568 for Ocean
side. 

Comments aDd Case-Study Experieace. Reviewers from legislative committees were 
divided as to the acceptability of establishing a cut-off point for the reim
bursement or mandated costs. Some felt the state has an ongoing obligation; 
others believed it can be successfully argued that. after a specified time pe-
riod and with ample advance notice, that obligation can be terminated. The 
chief consultant to the Seute Local Government Committee is willing to ask the 
Leaislative Couasel for an opinion if the Commission would like this issue 
clarified. 

Generally, national experience indicates relating funding availability to J)t'r
formance, as measured by meeting a deadline, can be an important component to a 
prosram·s success. Oreaon and Florida have the authority to withhold various 
funds beyond those specifically related to coastal plannina. In New York. 
planning funds are tied to completion of the plans, which are wholly voluntary. 
As an incentive, subsequent grants for implementation projects are available 
only to those jurisdictions with a completed plan. 
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RecomfMndQ/.ion No. 8. Followint July J. 1992. enable interested persons to 
petition the superior court of the applicable local jurisdiciion for an injunc
tion to issue against a local government without a certified LC P to pre•ent anr 
amendments lo zoning regulmions. approvals of any tentative subdivision maps. 
and issuance of any conditional use permits until the local government has a 
certified LCP. 

This recommendation would require an amendment to Chapter 4 of the Coastal Aci 
to add Section JOS/7.7. 

Discussion. This recommendation is modeled on Public Utilities Code Section 
21679, which relates to airport land-use planning. That section, added by 
Stats. 1987, Ch. 1018, states that in cases where an airport land-use commission 
has not adopted an airport land-use plan, •an interested party may initiate 
proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction to postpone the effective date 
of a zoning change, a zoning variance, the issuance of a permit, or the adoption 
of a regulation by a local agency, which directly affects the use of land within 
one mile of the boundary of a public airport within the county." (Public Re
sources Code Sec. 21679{a]). In such cases, the court may issue an injunction 
postponing the effective date of the action until certain conditions are met. 
We recommend that, in the case of incomplete LCPs. the locality be required to 
complete and have certified the total LCP before the action (within the coastal 
zone) may take effect. 

This recommendation seeks to provide a direct recourse for individuals and or
ganizations who would like ·to encourage the locality to complete its LCP if it 
has not done so prior to the established deadline. Ideally, the knowledge of 
legal vulnerability will provide an added incentive for completion within the 
statutory deadline. The provision would not take effect until six months fol
lowing the deadline for submittals, in order to allow time for certification of 
LCPs submitted near the deadline. 

Comments and Case-Study Experieuce. While reviewers commented that the air
port land-use planning model would_ likely facilitate the institution of a 
parallel policy that is related to coastal planning, some have been displeased 
with the results of the legislation. In our interviews with Caltrans staff and 
consultants to state legislative committees, we discovered no instances of legal 
action brought under the legislation. Nonetheless, reviewers generally believe 
that this is a good idea. Some concern was voiced about the creation of a valid 
basis for taking claim against the locality. Another consideration is the po
tential that a plan developed in response to litigation would favor the 
interests of the party bringing suit. 

The City of Los Angeles suggests that the protests be limited to actions within 
LCP segments without complete LCPs. The City further suggests that in lieu of 
the recommended injunction. the jurisdiction be required to enact a temporary 
ordinance within the Coastal Zone which would prohibit issuance of a building 
permit for any development that does not conform to the Coastal Commission•s 
statewide and regional interpretive guidelines. 
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R~comi'IW7IIlllliorr No. 9. Following July I. 1992. empower the Commission. upo11 m 
own initialive. to prepare tllfd. with public input. adopt an LCP for jurisdic-
tions withOUl a certified LCP. Certification of any such LCP shall bt in ac
cordance with the provisions of Sections J0512 and 305/J of the Coastal Act. 
Upon certfficiJlion of the LCP. the local government shall be delegated permit
issuing tll.llhority IUid shall be obligaled to implement the certified LCP. Addi
tionally, th~ local govemment shall be bound by the all provisions of the cer-
tified Phase Ill program. 

This recommendr.tion would r~quire amendment to COtlStal Act Section 
J0517.5(b)( 2). 

Discussion. The Coastal Act currently allows for the Commission to prepare and 
adopt an LUP for jurisdictiom which have failed to meet the stat.utory deadline 
of January l, 1984 (Section 30S 17 .S[bJ2J). The ·locality then may choose to 
adopt, in whole or in part, the Commission's prepared and adopted land-use plan. 
The part which is adopted by the City will be certified by the Commission. 

Although statutory authority now exists for the Commission to prepare LUPs, the 
only case where the Commission has prepared a plan not at the request of the 
jurisdiction was in response to special legislation relating to the City of 
Carlsbad. Plans for two segments of the City of Carlsbad were prepared by the 
Commission, but several years passed before agreement could be reached and the 

· plans were accepted by the City. This recommendation proposes e~panding the 
Commission's authority to DOt only prepare and adopt an LCP, but also to certify 
the LCP as prepared and require the jurisdiction to implement it. 

CoiiUilents ud Case-Study Experience. Nationally, five of the 10 states studied 
reserved the riaht to impose state-authored plans and reaulations on any juris
diction that fails to comply with the state program. Maine will impose a 
•shorelands Zoning Ordinance•. Washington will impose an entire coastal pro
gram, although it has not yet had to do so. North Carolina will impose a 
coastal land-use plan on a county, and did so once. Florida will impose a com
prehensive plan and charge the locality for the full direct costs. In Maryland, 
the Chesapeake Bay Critical Areas Commission has notified six jurisdictions that 
it will begin to write plans for them. 

Consultants to the state legislative committees supported this recommendation as 
lona as all decisions made by the city are appealable to the Commission, not 
just those projects in the •appealable area.• The assumption is that hostile 
jurisdictions may jeopardize projects being reviewed. 

The City of Los Anaeles, in its review, stated opposition to the recomm.e11dation 
that this program take effect prior to its anticipated date of completi01l for 
all LCP segments. 

This recommendation was strongly opposed by participants at the Coastal Forum. 
who felt that it would sive the Commission excessive authority over localities. 
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Other Possible lDceotives 

Three other incentives were suggested by consultants to the state legislative 
committees. 

Impose civil fines ($100 per day per 10,000 population) on 
jurisdictions that do not submit LCPs for certification within the new 
deadlines. Although there is DO precedent for this type of penalty in 
California. it might be worth proposing to the Legislature. 

After July J, 1992, allow the Commission to impose a moratorium on de
velopment in the appealable area of the Coastal Zone of jurisdiction 
without a certified LCP. No specific findings or determination would 
be required; the moratorium would be mandatory. 

Grant the Commission permanent authority over coastal development 
permits for projects in the appealable area if an LCP is not certified 
by 199S. This last suggestion recognizes the additional time that the 
City of Los Angeles has requested to complete LCPs for all its coastal 
communities. 

Additional incentive ideas that emerged from discussion at the Coastal Forum 
included: 

Increased grant money for localities completing their. LCPs; 

Increased reimbursement for permitting following LCP certification; 
and 

State assumption of the coastal access program, especially in rural 
counties. 

The discussion also revealed a general feeling that CSAC and the League should 
support additional technical and enforcement staff as well as a higher level of 
general funding for the Commission. The two organizations were also seen as 
having the ability to educ:ate council members and supervisors of the importance 
of making LCP completion a priority in their jurisdic:tions. 
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y, CONCLUSION 

The proposed incentive proanms and revised schedule included in this report are 
desianed to function u a packaae that will result in LCP submittals. certifica
tion tad local usumption of permit-issuina authority. Hopefully. the incen
tives proposed to assist localities in submittina by the deadline wiil be 
effective. We believe, however, that the negative measures that are proposed to 
ao into effect al'ter the submittal deadline are necenary complements to the 
technical usistaace tad fundina efforts provided prior to the deadline. 

Completion of coastal plannina by the cities and counties in the Coastal Zone 
appears to be in the best interest of aU involved. Residents, developers and 
lindownen in coastal communities should all have easy and direct access to de
cision-makina about coastal development. The Commission and its staff should be 
able to focus on LCP monitoriaa and enforcement, and to carry out ongoina re
sponsibilities 11JCh u the five- year review. The purposes of the Coastal Act 
should be embodied in local aovernment plunina and permirtina. u was origi
nally eavisioned. 

The proposed proaram of incentives is a depanure from past practice, and as 
such it reQuires a stroaa commitment on the part of the State. We believe that 
such a commitment will only come about followina efforts by the Commission to 
pia suppon for the proposals. Reviewen from within the state leaislature 
emphuizecl. tad we coacur, that early substantive discussion with staff from 
le&islative committees ud the Governor's Office, ,a well u with key leaisla
tors, will be critical to the implemeatatioll or the ipackqe of incentives for 
LCP completion. We urae the Commissioa to seek support from local aovernment as 
well. Elithusium and suppon Cor implementina the incentive proarams will not 
only usist ia the passaae or le&islative initiatives, but will foster the 
success or the LCP process. 
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